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Abstract. We compiled 46 broadscale data sets of species richness for a wide range of terrestrial plant,
invertebrate, and ectothermic vertebrate groups in all parts of the world to test the ability of metabolic theory to
account for observed diversity gradients. The theory makes two related predictions: (1) ln-transformed richness is
linearly associated with a linear, inverse transformation of annual temperature, and (2) the slope of the relationship
is near 0.65. Of the 46 data sets, 14 had no signiﬁcant relationship; of the remaining 32, nine were linear, meeting
prediction 1. Model I (ordinary least squares, OLS) and model II (reduced major axis, RMA) regressions then tested
the linear slopes against prediction 2. In the 23 data sets having nonlinear relationships between richness and
temperature, split-line regression divided the data into linear components, and regressions were done on each
component to test prediction 2 for subsets of the data. Of the 46 data sets analyzed in their entirety using OLS
regression, one was consistent with metabolic theory (meeting both predictions), and one was possibly consistent.
Using RMA regression, no data sets were consistent. Of 67 analyses of prediction 2 using OLS regression on all
linear data sets and subsets, two were consistent with the prediction, and four were possibly consistent. Using RMA
regression, one was consistent (albeit weakly), and four were possibly consistent. We also found that the relationship
between richness and temperature is both taxonomically and geographically conditional, and there is no evidence for
a universal response of diversity to temperature. Meta-analyses conﬁrmed signiﬁcant heterogeneity in slopes among
data sets, and the combined slopes across studies were signiﬁcantly lower than the range of slopes predicted by
metabolic theory based on both OLS and RMA regressions. We conclude that metabolic theory, as currently
formulated, is a poor predictor of observed diversity gradients in most terrestrial systems.
Key words: diversity gradients; ectotherm diversity; enzyme kinetics; invertebrate diversity; latitudinal gradient; metabolic theory
of ecology; plant diversity; species richness; temperature gradients; terrestrial species; vertebrate diversity.
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INTRODUCTION
Although hypotheses to explain biogeographic-scale
gradients in species richness date from the 18th and 19th
centuries (Forster 1778, von Humboldt 1808), in the past
quarter century a number of explanations that include
climatic, areal, evolutionary, or ‘‘random’’ components
have attracted attention (e.g., Wright 1983, Rohde 1992,
Huston 1994, Rosenzweig 1995, Colwell and Lees 2000,
Wiens and Donoghue 2004). Recently, the still developing ‘‘metabolic theory of ecology’’ (MTE) has been
proposed as an explanation of a range of macroecological patterns, including diversity gradients, by
linking ecological and evolutionary processes to plants’
and animals’ metabolic rates (Allen et al. 2002, 2007,
Brown et al. 2004). Although controversial at various
levels (e.g., Cyr and Walker 2004, Koehl and Wolcott
2004, Sterner 2004, Whitﬁeld 2004, Muller-Landau et al.
2006a, b, van der Meer 2006), this theory differs from
most previous ones by making fairly precise predictions
about the relationship between broadscale patterns of
species richness and the proposed environmental driving
variable, namely, temperature. In principle, these
predictions make the theory testable and falsiﬁable.
Empirical evaluations of how well observed richness
patterns ﬁt the central predictions of MTE are now
appearing in the literature (Allen et al. 2002, Kaspari et
al. 2004, Hunt et al. 2005, Roy et al. 2006, Algar et al.
2007), although to date they have been taxonomically or
geographically limited. As proponents have argued that
MTE accounts for diversity gradients over a range of
spatial scales from mountain slopes to continental and
global gradients, and for many groups of plants and
ectothermic animals (Allen et al. 2002, Brown et al.
2004), it is necessary to test the generality of the theory’s
predictions to evaluate its robustness. In this paper we
use a large selection of richness data sets to evaluate
MTE. Our focus is on ‘‘broadscale’’ patterns (ranging
from hundreds of kilometers to global in extent), and
our database includes all suitable richness data for
terrestrial plants and ectothermic animals of which we
are aware and for which the data were available. We
have excluded freshwater and marine systems, although
some groups that spend part of their life cycle in
freshwater are included (i.e., amphibians; see Allen et al.
2002). Our goal is to test the two primary predictions of
MTE as it relates to species richness patterns: (1) lntransformed species richness is linearly associated with
an inverse rescaling of annual temperature, and (2) the
slope of the relationship is constrained to be near a
particular value speciﬁed by the theory. Although
testing prediction 1 is reasonably straightforward,
testing prediction 2 is complicated by changes in the
presentation of the theory as it has evolved.
In the version of the theory described by Allen et al.
(2002), annual temperature was rescaled using the
transformation 1000/K, where K is kelvins. Allen et al.
(2002) claimed that the slope of the relationship between
ln-transformed richness and 1000/K should be 9.0.
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Brown et al. (2004) and Allen et al. (2007) subsequently
used a different rescaling, 1/(kK), where k is the
Boltzman’s constant [0.0000862], and claimed a predicted slope of about 0.65. However, these latter papers
did not explain clearly that the version of MTE
presented by Allen et al. (2002) assumed an energy of
activation of 0.78 eV, whereas Brown et al. (2004) and
Allen et al. (2007) used a value of 0.65 eV (1 eV ¼ 1.602
18 3 1019 J). It is also unclear from the papers why the
energy of activation was modiﬁed. Irrespectively, this
alteration caused Algar et al. (2007) to test North
American richness data for six plant and animal groups
against an out-of-date prediction, because although they
updated the temperature transformation, they did not
use the revised activation energy. Similarly, tests of
MTE using the version in Allen et al. (2002) (see, e.g.,
Kaspari et al. 2004, Hunt et al. 2005, Roy et al. 2006) are
affected by the change in the energy of activation, as the
predicted slope of 9.0 reported in Allen et al. (2002)
becomes 7.5 using the more recent activation energy
estimate. Uncertainty about the value(s) of activation
energies continues (Brown et al. 2003, Enquist et al.
2003).
A second complicating factor is that Allen et al. (2002)
used Model II reduced major axis (RMA) regression to
test observed slopes of richness–temperature relationships, whereas subsequent analyses used Model I
ordinary least squares (OLS) regression on some of the
same data sets (Brown et al. 2004, Allen et al. 2007).
Because the slope of a RMA regression is equal to the
slope of an OLS regression divided by the correlation
coefﬁcient of the two variables, the approaches generate
different slopes when the correlation between richness
and temperature is not 1.0, and so the choice of
regression method has serious implications for accepting
or rejecting the theory when evaluating real data sets.
Despite this uncertainty, most recent tests have used
model I regression, under the assumption that temperature data are likely to contain much less error than
diversity estimates. In this paper we test the version of
MTE presented by Brown et al. (2004) using the same
apparent methodological and statistical protocols, although we use both Model I OLS and Model II RMA
regression to evaluate the potential effects of the
statistical method on our conclusions.
A third level of complexity that arises when testing the
predictions of MTE is that the underlying assumptions
of the theory have been ignored, even in the original
papers that claim to show support for it (Allen et al.
2002, Brown et al. 2004; see also Hunt et al. 2005, Roy et
al. 2006). Allen et al. (2002) show mathematically that
the energetic-equivalence rule can be used to predict
changes in the diversity of ectotherms along temperature
gradients only when abundance and average body mass
are held constant across samples or communities. Allen
et al. (2002) go on to say that these assumptions are
supported by the Gentry tropical tree database analyzed
by Enquist and Niklas (2001), but they also claim that
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METHODS
The data
We analyzed 46 published and unpublished data sets
of species richness and annual temperature for a wide
range of plants, invertebrates, and ectothermic vertebrates (Tables 1 and 2 and Supplement). All data sets
are of medium-to-large geographical extent, the smallest
covering Catalonia in northeastern Spain and the largest
being global. Most richness estimates were generated
using grids with cell sizes (grains) ranging from 100 km2
to 611 000 km2. Forty data sets use equal-area or nearly
equal-area grids, whereas in ﬁve (Californian plants and
butterﬂies, and Chinese plants, reptiles and amphibians)
data were aggregated in political units or reserves, so
grain size is more variable. We use large-grain data both
because of their availability and because proponents
consider such data appropriate for evaluating MTE
(Allen et al. 2002, 2007, Brown et al. 2004). However,
one data set (New World ants) consists of local-scale
richness (using observed values), which we include to
compare against the previous evaluation of MTE for
ants by Kaspari et al. (2004). The taxonomic breadth of
the data sets ranges from tribes (bumble bees) to
divisions (vascular plants). Methodological details of

how the richness data were generated and sources of the
temperature data are provided in the original publications (for published data sets) or in the Appendix (for
unpublished data sets).
Analytical protocols
The nature of the predictions of MTE required a
multistep evaluation of the data. Following Allen et al.
(2002) and Brown et al. (2004), we ﬁrst excluded cells in
all data sets with a richness of 0. We then examined each
data set throughout its full range of temperatures to
determine if the association with ln-transformed richness
was linear, the ﬁrst prediction of MTE. For each data
set, we ﬁrst ﬁtted an OLS linear regression, followed by
a split-line regression using the Nonlinear Estimation
module in Statistica (quasi-Newton method) (StatSoft
2003) if there appeared to be any nonlinearity in the
data. If the analysis identiﬁed a break point in the data,
we then tested the slopes using a t test. If the two slopes
were not signiﬁcantly different (P . 0.05), the relationship between rescaled temperature and ln-transformed
richness was classiﬁed as being linear throughout the
range of the data, whereas data sets with signiﬁcantly
different slopes were classiﬁed as being nonlinear. This
method identiﬁed 23 cases with no signiﬁcant nonlinearity, including 14 cases having no signiﬁcant relationship at all. In contrast, there was signiﬁcant
heterogeneity in the slope in 23 cases, which is sufﬁcient
reason in itself to reject the ﬁrst prediction of MTE for
those data, at least as the theory is developed and tested
in Allen et al. (2002) and Brown et al. (2004). But it
remains possible that the theory could explain richness
patterns at geographic extents smaller than those chosen
by the workers generating the data sets (i.e., the second
prediction could hold for part of the data). To examine
this possibility, we used the slopes generated by the splitline regressions to compare the data in the ‘‘warmer’’
regions to the left of the break points and the ‘‘cooler’’
regions to the right of the break points. In four data sets,
visible nonlinearity remained even after data were
divided into subgroups (Fig. 1A, C: n, n 0 , o 0 , t 0 ), but
patterns were in the opposite direction than those
predicted by MTE, so violating the assumption of
linearity did not affect our evaluation of the theory for
these cases. For North American reptiles, the relationship between richness and temperature was both
smoothly curvilinear and the slope was generally
negative (Fig. 1A: f ), so our conclusion could be
inﬂuenced by using an inappropriate regression model.
Consequently, this case was scored as failing to meet
prediction 1, but was not evaluated with respect to
prediction 2. Our analytical method resulted in 67 OLS
regressions against which to compare slopes with MTE.
This procedure was then repeated using RMA regression
(Sokal and Rohlf 1995), generating an additional 67
slopes that were compared against prediction 2.
Because gridded species richness data usually contain
small-scale spatial autocorrelation due to the proximity
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MTE is relatively robust when these assumptions are not
met. Consistent with their view of the model’s robustness, Allen et al. (2002) then show the relationship
between the inverse of temperature and the natural log
of richness in North American trees in cells generated in
a mixed grid of 2.58 3 2.58 in the south and 2.58 3 5.08 in
the north, trees along an elevational gradient in Costa
Rica, North American amphibians in 2.58 3 2.58 and 2.58
3 5.08 grid cells, Ecuadorian amphibians and Costa
Rican amphibians along elevational gradients, ﬁsh in
watersheds around the world, and prosobranch gastropods in latitudinal bands. In none of these data sets is
abundance (whether measured by the number of
individuals or density) or body mass held constant.
The results for North American trees (erroneously
referred to as amphibians) and Costa Rican amphibians
were reproduced in Brown et al. (2004), and the North
American tree and amphibian results were again
presented in Allen et al. (2007). Other tests also have
not controlled either variable (Kaspari et al. 2004, Hunt
et al. 2005, Roy et al. 2006). Thus, either MTE is robust
enough to ignore the assumptions that abundance and
body mass must be constant, as the proponents suggest
in their papers, or it is not. This has never been formally
tested, but in this paper we follow the lead of Allen et al.
(2002) and subsequent papers with respect to the types
of data that can be used to evaluate MTE, relaxing the
assumptions that abundance and body mass must be
invariable. This is essential when using geographically
extensive data of large grain, as abundance estimates are
impossible to obtain over hundreds to hundreds of
thousands of square kilometers, and body masses can be
estimated crudely at best.
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TABLE 1. Summary of regressions testing Model I (OLS) and Model II (RMA) slopes of richness–
temperature relationships for cases with linear relationships between rescaled temperature and
ln-transformed richness.

Group

Region

Figure

r2

P

OLS
slope

RMA
slope

Blister beetles
Ants
Hawk moths
Reptiles
Tiger beetles
Ants
Butterflies
Amphibians
Tiger beetles
Dung beetles
Reptiles
Plants (native)
Amphibians
Reptiles
Pteridophytes
Seed plants
Plants
Orthoptera
Woody plants
Reptiles
Tiger beetles
Reptiles
Amphibians

North America
Colorado/Nevada
Mexico
Brazil
northwestern South America
New World
Australia
Australia
Australia
Iberia/France
Europe
Great Britain
Iberia
Iberia
Iberia
Iberia
Catalonia
Catalonia
southern Africa
southern Africa
India
China
China

c
l
m
o
p
q
r
s
t
v
w
c0
e0
f0
g0
h0
i0
j0
k0
l0
p0
q0
r0

0.35
0.05
0.22
0.01
0.16
0.58
0.03
,0.01
0.11
,0.01
0.61
0.52
0.01
,0.01
0.06
0.08
0.04
0.10
0.02
,0.01
,0.01
0.38
0.40

0.001
0.30
0.002
0.75
0.009
0.008
0.51
0.85
0.08
0.44
0.001
0.06
0.42
0.68
0.07
0.01
0.16
0.008
0.64
0.93
0.94
0.002
0.002

0.49
þ0.34
0.84
þ0.35
0.57
0.87
þ0.32
0.08
0.48
0.12
0.79
0.14
0.15
þ0.07
þ0.50
þ0.38
þ0.28
þ0.77
0.41
þ0.01
þ0.02
0.61
0.53

0.83
þ1.52
1.79
þ3.50
1.43
1.14
þ1.85
0.80
1.45
1.20
1.01
0.19
1.50
þ0.70
þ2.04
þ1.34
þ1.40
þ2.43
2.90
þ0.10
þ0.20
0.99
0.84

Notes: OLS is ordinary least squares; RMA is reduced major axis. ‘‘Figure’’ letters refer to the
panels in Fig. 1A–C in which data sets are illustrated. Also provided are the coefﬁcients of
determination for each regression (r2) and signiﬁcance levels. Signiﬁcance tests are based on the
geographically effective degrees of freedom (v*), estimated using the modiﬁed t test of Dutilleul
(1993), and slopes that are signiﬁcant at P , 0.05 are in bold. See Supplement: Table S1 for
standard errors and 95% conﬁdence intervals of slopes, raw sample sizes, geographically effective
degrees of freedom, and sources of the richness data.

of grid cells (Legendre and Legendre 1998, Diniz-Filho
et al. 2003), model residuals are not independent, which
can cause nonsigniﬁcant relationships to appear significant. To reduce the Type I error in the regressions, we
tested the signiﬁcance of slopes based on the geographically effective degrees of freedom using the modiﬁed t
test of Dutilleul (1993), implemented in SAM (spatial
analysis in macroecology; Rangel et al. 2006) and
derived from spatial correlograms of both variables.
However, this test is conservative because it assumes
that all spatial autocorrelation is artifactual, so to
reduce the resulting Type II error we truncated the
correlogram to only the positive Moran’s I values to
correct the degrees of freedom. We did not adjust
signiﬁcance levels for the large number of tests (i.e.,
Bonferroni correction), as this would also generate
excessive Type II error (Gotelli and Ellison 2004).
After generating slopes for each data set, we tested for
a common combined slope following the meta-analytical
approach described by Zeka et al. (2003) and Zeka and
Schwartz (2004). First, a weighted-average slope b̄w was
calculated using the reciprocals of the squared standard
errors (1/SE2) of the slopes as weights (Hillebrand et al.
2001). To take the spatial autocorrelation within data
sets into account, these standard errors were ﬁrst
corrected by the geographically effective degrees of
freedom. The homogeneity statistic Q (following a v2

distribution) was also used to test the homogeneity of
the slopes across all studies. Rejection of the hypothesis
of homogeneity implies that the effect should be
considered random and the weighted-average slope
cannot be considered an estimate of the common slope
(with all studies sharing a single slope). Instead, a grandmean slope can be calculated by using weights that
assume random variation among the studies. The grandmean slope and associated standard error were also
estimated (see equations in Zeka et al. [2003]) and were
then used to test more formally the slope predicted by
MTE. Meta-analyses were performed separately on OLS
and RMA slopes.
Criteria for acceptance of MTE
Brown et al. (2004) argued that slopes of richness–
temperature regressions should fall between 0.60 and
0.70, although they interpreted observed slopes ‘‘close’’
to this range as also providing support for the theory.
To reﬂect this uncertainty, we evaluated data ﬁt as
follows: (1) nonlinear relationships do not support the
claim of MTE that taxa respond to temperature
identically everywhere; (2) clearly nonsigniﬁcant relationships (deﬁned as P . 0.10) do not support the
theory that temperature drives the diversity gradients of
plants and ectothermic animals within the range of the
data; (3) statistically signiﬁcant (P , 0.05) negative
slopes between 0.60 and 0.70 are fully consistent with
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TABLE 2. Summary of regressions testing Model I (OLS) and Model II (RMA) slopes of richness–temperature relationships for
cases with nonlinear relationships between rescaled temperature and ln-transformed richness.
Cool
Region

Figure

Break
point

Bumble bees
Snakes
Amphibians
Woody plants
Eupelmid wasps
Butterflies
Dung beetles
Pteridophytes
Amphibians
Trees
Plants (exotic)
Trees
Butterflies (w)
Butterflies (s)
Tiger beetles
Amphibians
Grasshoppers
Reptiles
Plants
Butterflies
Amphibians
Hawk moths
Angiosperms

global
Afrotropics
Afrotropics
Kenya
Palearctic
western Palearctic
western Palearctic
Europe
Europe
Europe
Great Britain
North America
North America
North America
North America
North America
North America
North America
California
California
Brazil
Southeast Asia
China

a
n0
o0
m0
b0
a0
z
u
x
y
d0
d
g
h
b
e
i
f
j
k
n
t0
s0

41.5
38.2
38.2
39.0
40.8
41.1
40.8
41.3
41.2
41.2
41.2
42.1
42.2
42.2
41.6
42.1
41.5
NA
40.7
40.3
39.1
39.4
40.7

r2

Prob.

OLS
slope

RMA
slope

r2

Prob.

OLS
slope

RMA
slope

0.11
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.79
0.38
0.68
0.01
0.56
0.48
0.42
0.59
0.23
0.25
0.57
0.72
0.28

0.06
0.14
0.22
0.32
,0.001
0.07
0.002
0.56
0.03
0.06
,0.001
,0.001
0.06
0.04
0.001
,0.001
0.07

0.23
0.35
0.55
þ0.20
0.67
0.57
0.39
0.07
1.07
0.73
4.76
1.06
0.35
0.37
1.04
0.88
0.57

0.69
1.57
2.46
þ1.15
0.75
0.92
0.47
0.70
1.43
1.05
7.34
1.38
0.73
0.74
1.38
1.04
1.08

0.48
0.33
0.38
0.05
0.31
0.62
0.52
0.18
,0.01
0.01
0.29
0.13
,0.01
0.11
0.01
0.36
0.13

0.02
,0.001
,0.001
0.02
0.03
0.008
,0.001
0.06
0.99
0.67
,0.01
0.24
0.55
0.007
0.68
0.06
0.15

þ0.79
þ2.80
þ3.25
þ0.08
þ0.32
þ1.25
þ0.46
þ1.08
0
0.08
3.14
0.33
0.01
0.09
0.05
0.48
þ0.25

þ1.14
þ4.87
þ5.27
þ0.36
þ0.57
þ1.59
þ0.64
þ2.55
0
0.80
5.83
0.92
0.10
0.27
0.50
0.80
þ0.69

0.24
0.15
0.30
0.19
0.46

0.003
0.02
0.03
0.21
0.003

0.34
þ0.15
þ0.52
0.07
0.54

0.69
þ0.39
þ0.95
0.16
0.80

0.48
0.11
0.38
0.29
0.02

,0.001
,0.001
0.006
0.23
0.50

þ0.71
þ0.25
þ1.58
þ0.44
þ0.12

þ1.02
þ0.75
þ2.56
þ0.82
þ0.85

Notes: Break point is the rescaled temperature at which the relationship changes slope within each data set (see Fig. 1A–C).
Cases for the parts of the data to the right of each break point (Cool) are listed ﬁrst, followed by the parts of the data to the left of
each break point (Warm). Columns are as deﬁned in Table 1. North American butterﬂies are distinguished by winter (w) and
summer (s) distributions. The reptiles of North America could not be analyzed using split-line regression (NA, not applicable).

the theory as presented by Brown et al. (2004); and (4)
marginally signiﬁcant (0.05 , P , 0.10) slopes or slopes
between 0.55 and 0.59 or 0.71 and 0.75 could
possibly be consistent with the theory.
Although we calculated 95% CIs for all slopes (see
Supplement: Table S1), we do not use the usual
evaluation of model ﬁt (by conducting t tests of the
predicted slope against observed slopes) for two reasons.
First, proponents of the most current versions of MTE
accept a range of slopes rather than a precise slope as
representing reasonable ﬁts. Second, the standard
approach invites Type II error with respect to rejecting
MTE, because the weaker the relationship between
temperature and richness, the wider the standard error
of the slope and the more difﬁcult it is to reject the
theory. To circumvent this problem, the combined
slopes from the meta-analyses were compared to the
range of predicted slopes (0.60 to 0.70) to evaluate
overall congruence of observed slopes with MTE. This
was done for OLS and RMA separately.

are distributed widely around the Earth, although most
are found in regions with warm climates. Of the
remaining nine cases with signiﬁcant richness–temperature relationships, slopes were negative in seven, but
only one (Chinese reptiles, Fig. 1C: q 0 ) fell within the
range of slopes predicted by MTE when analyzed using
OLS regression. Thus, we reject prediction 2 of MTE in
22 of 23 cases. No cases were within the predicted range
using RMA regression. Relaxing the statistical level of
signiﬁcance of the regression to P ¼ 0.10 and expanding
the acceptable range of slopes to 0.55 through 0.75
generated possible agreement with the theory for tiger
beetles in northwestern South America (Fig. 1A: p)
using OLS, although the r2 of this regression was 0.16,
indicating that temperature is a very poor predictor of
tiger beetle richness irrespective of the statistical
signiﬁcance and slope of the relationship. No cases were
possibly consistent with prediction 2 using RMA
regression.
Nonlinear data sets

RESULTS
Linear data sets
Twenty-three data sets had approximately linear
responses of richness to temperature (i.e., no signiﬁcant
heterogeneity in slopes throughout the range of the
data). However, 14 of these had no signiﬁcant relationship at all (Table 1), allowing us to reject the ﬁrst
prediction of MTE for these cases. These latter data sets

Although 23 data sets had nonlinear relationships
with temperature, which is inconsistent with prediction
1, it remains possible that prediction 2 could be
supported in at least parts of the data. Indeed, in 10
cases the slope was signiﬁcantly negative in the cooler
parts of the data (Table 2). However, only the small
family of parasitic wasps Eupelmidae within part of the
western Palearctic (Fig. 1B: b 0 , data to the right of the
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FIG. 1A–C. Scatterplots of the data sets included in the analysis; richness is the number of species. Dashed vertical lines are
break points used to divide nonlinear data into linear components. Note that the temperature variable is a reciprocal; actual
temperature decreases from left to right. ‘‘Fig. 1A’’ refers to the panels on this page; Figs. ‘‘1B’’ and ‘‘1C’’ are on the following pages.

break point) was fully consistent with the theory based
on the slope of OLS regressions, whereas only Californian plants conformed using RMA (but with a low
coefﬁcient of determination [0.24]). In 10 cases, richness
had no statistically signiﬁcant relationship with temperature. Expanding both the range of acceptable slopes
and the signiﬁcance level added Canadian grasshoppers

(Fig. 1A: i, data to the right of the break point) and
northern European trees (Fig. 1B: y, data to the right of
the break point) and butterﬂies (Fig. 1B: a 0 , data to the
right of the break point) as possibly conforming to the
theory using OLS. Using RMA, Canadian butterﬂies
(Fig. 1A: g, data to the right of the break point) became
congruent, and four data sets were possibly congruent:
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FIG. 1B. Continued.

bumble bees in the northern temperate zone (Fig. 1A: a,
data to the right of the break point), Canadian
butterﬂies in both summer and winter (Fig. 1A: g–h,
data to the right of the break point), and European
eupelmids, which changed from fully conﬁrmatory using
OLS to possibly conﬁrmatory). Irrespectively, even in
parts of the world with cold or very cold climates, results
clearly consistent with the theory were found in only one
of 22 cases, whether using OLS or RMA regressions,

and the speciﬁc cases differed depending on the method
of analysis.
In the warmer parts of these data sets, richness was
either independent of rescaled temperature or decreased
with increasing rescaled temperature (the slope was
positive) in 20 of 22 cases (Table 2). In the two cases
with signiﬁcant negative slopes, both were far from the
prediction. These results are similar for both OLS and
RMA slopes.
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FIG. 1C. Continued.

The data for the reptiles of North America did not
allow split-line regression, as the relationship with
temperature is smoothly nonlinear (Fig. 1A: f). Therefore we could not evaluate prediction 2, other than to
note that species richness generally increases with
temperature, but with no consistent slope.
Overall, based on 67 OLS regressions, the predictions
of MTE were supported in two (one weakly due to a low
r2), and four additional cases were possibly consistent
with the theory. RMA regression generated a similar
level of support for MTE (one fully consistent case and
four possible cases).
Meta-analysis
The combined slopes across all studies, estimated by
the OLS and RMA regressions, were þ0.085 and 0.255,
respectively. These are far from the predicted range of
slopes put forth by Brown et al. (2004), and the OLS
slope is positive rather than negative. Further, the
homogeneity statistics indicated that the variation
among studies is highly signiﬁcant in both cases (Q ¼
9108.5 and 524.6; both P , 0.001). The grand-mean
slopes 6 SE (‘‘means of the distributions of study
slopes’’ [Zeka et al. 2003]), were 0.105 6 0.0005 (OLS

regression) and 0.143 6 0.0016 (RMA regression),
both substantially shallower than predicted by MTE.
DISCUSSION
Our most salient result is that we ﬁnd very limited
support for the supposition that the metabolic theory of
ecology accurately predicts geographic diversity gradients, as the theory has been described in Allen et al.
(2002) and Brown et al. (2004). Using strict statistical
conditions for evaluation of data results in only one or
two regressions consistent with the theory, depending on
whether OLS or RMA regression is considered the
appropriate method of analysis. It is possible that a few
additional data sets could be consistent with the theory
if the criteria for acceptance are broadened, but this does
not alter the conclusion that the prediction presented in
Brown et al. (2004) is not supported across a wide range
of terrestrial plants and ectothermic animals with data
gathered at regional, continental, and intercontinental
extents. Pooling data sets for meta-analysis does not
alter this conclusion.
Because MTE uses a speciﬁc aspect of climate
(temperature) to explain richness gradients, and climate
is believed to have stronger effects on richness at larger
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solely on temperature will probably be incomplete (see
also Field et al. 2005, O’Brien 2006).
Given that richness is usually negatively correlated
with inverse temperature in northern latitudes, the key
question becomes: how close to the slope predicted by
MTE must an observed slope be to be consistent with
the theory? Clearly, a negative slope per se is not strong
support, because all proposed mechanisms for the
‘‘latitudinal’’ diversity gradient are intended to explain
why there are fewer species at the poles. The presumed
strength of MTE over most of the alternative theories is
that it makes a fairly precise prediction, which should
make it falsiﬁable. But, as that prediction has to be made
increasingly vague to encompass the range of observed
patterns, the more difﬁcult it becomes to differentiate
MTE from alternative explanations. The problem of
precision is potentially serious; initial formulations of
MTE assumed a precise energy of activation (Allen et al.
2002), whereas latter papers have admitted that they
may be highly variable (Brown et al. 2003, Enquist et al.
2003), leading to a wide range of slopes (Brown et al.
2003). But if virtually any negative slope is considered
evidence for an inﬂuence of enzyme kinetics on richness,
richness–temperature relationships cannot be used to
distinguish MTE from other explanations that predict
more species in the tropics, and indeed the model
becomes untestable in any situation in which richness
increases with temperature. Even so, when richness
decreases with increasing temperature, as occurs in many
parts of the world, MTE can be rejected without
equivocation unless energies of activation are allowed
to take biologically impossible values.
A related point in testing MTE arises from the
assumptions of the model as formulated by Allen et al.
(2002), especially the temperature invariance of density
and body mass. Although we tested the predictions of
the model as presented in the original papers by Allen et
al. (2002) and Brown et al. (2004), it is potentially
important to evaluate how violations in underlying
assumptions will affect the shape of the relationship
between richness and temperature. It is possible that
knowing how density and body size vary along
temperature gradients will allow a more generalized
version of the model of Allen et al. (2002), although this
will strongly restrict the types of data that can be used to
evaluate MTE. Based on the equations in Allen et al.
(2002), if density decreases or average body mass
changes along a temperature gradient, we expect
nonlinear relationships between temperature and richness, but a detailed investigation of the theoretical
aspects of the model are beyond the scope of this paper.
However, these issues may be critical for understanding
how violating the assumptions of body size and density
invariance affects predictions of the model.
A fourth aspect of our results relates to claims that
MTE applies to many taxonomic groups over most or
all parts of the planet. If it were true that enzyme
kinetics were the primary inﬂuence on diversity patterns,
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extents (Hawkins et al. 2003, Whittaker et al. 2003), it
could be argued that the spatial extents of many of the
data sets that we examined are too small to represent
‘‘fair’’ tests of the theory. However, pragmatically, the
geographic scale of richness patterns does not inﬂuence
our evaluation of MTE, because few data sets are
consistent with the theory, whatever their extent or
grain. Further, the single most consistent case (with an
OLS slope close to the prediction [0.67] and a high
coefﬁcient of determination [0.79]) is restricted to
northern and central Europe, which is not a geographically extensive region; even for this case the prediction
breaks down when the extent is increased to include the
western Palearctic. The single apparently conﬁrmatory
case using RMA covers only the cooler parts of
California, also not a large region, and the regression
has a low coefﬁcient of variation. But irrespective of the
extent of individual data sets, currently existing data of
continental, hemispherical, and global extents most
commonly show that richness is not linearly associated
with temperature or other measures of energy at very
large extents (Fig. 1A–C; see also Hawkins et al. 2003,
Algar et al. 2007, Whittaker et al. 2007), further eroding
support for metabolic theory as a general explanation
for observed global-scale diversity gradients.
We also ﬁnd that temperature does not explain large
amounts of variance in richness gradients in most parts
of the world, which would be unexpected if the
mechanism underlying MTE were the primary driving
force of diversity everywhere. Annual mean temperature
explains ,50% of the variance in richness in 56 (84%) of
our regressions, and ,25% in 38 (57%); see Table 1.
Perhaps most surprising is that in the 33 regressions in
which rescaled temperature and richness are signiﬁcantly
correlated, the slope is positive in 14 (recalling that MTE
uses a reciprocal of temperature as the predictor, so a
positive slope means that richness decreases with
increasing temperature). It is notable that negative
slopes (i.e., positive correlations between actual temperature and richness) are concentrated in data sets that
extend into areas with cold winters, whereas in warm
temperate, subtropical, and tropical data sets, richness is
independent of temperature or decreases with increasing
temperature. This is consistent with the well-known
importance of water to terrestrial richness gradients in
both plants and animals, especially in warm climates
(e.g., Rahbek and Graves 2001, Hawkins et al. 2003).
However, the key importance of water to diversity is not
restricted to hot places, at least for plants. For example,
Hawkins et al. (2007) found that the richness gradient of
North American and European trees is better explained
statistically by rainfall than by annual temperature (r2 ¼
0.706 vs. 0.525, respectively), and, unlike the case with
temperature, the association of tree richness with rainfall
is linear across all climates. Based on an overwhelming
amount of evidence for the importance of water to life,
any explanation for diversity gradients that depends
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FIG. 2. Frequency distribution of slopes of all (a) OLS and (b) RMA regressions (see Table 1). The arrows identify the class
containing the slope predicted by metabolic theory. Black bars represent statistically signiﬁcant (P , 0.05) regressions, whereas
nonsigniﬁcant regressions (P . 0.05) are in gray.

we would at least expect observed slopes of inverse
temperature–richness regressions to cluster around the
predicted slope of 0.65, even if they did not all have
exactly that slope due to variable activation energies and
secondary inﬂuences on diversity that might be taxonomically or geographically speciﬁc (see Brown et al.
2003). However, when we plot the distribution of slopes
from the linear regressions, there is no tendency for
slopes to be distributed around the predicted value,
irrespective of the regression method used or whether or
not they are statistically signiﬁcant (Fig. 2). More
importantly, the meta-analytical results were clear-cut,
with grand-mean slopes much lower than 0.65 (in both
OLS and RMA regression analyses). Based on the
variability in the relationships between temperature and
species richness across the studies (as indicated by the
highly signiﬁcant heterogeneity of slopes over studies),
we must conclude that the responses of plants and
animals to temperature are both taxonomically and
geographically conditioned and, consequently, there is
no universal explanation for diversity gradients driven
by the speed of chemical reactions across all temperatures and taxa. It does not follow that temperature does
not inﬂuence diversity gradients, but it seems unlikely
that MTE can be the primary force driving diversity

patterns in terrestrial systems at the extents represented
in our data sets (from hundreds of kilometers to global).
This will be the case even if future studies ﬁnd examples
in which slopes are consistent with the theory.
It also does not appear that heterogeneity in responses
of organisms to temperature is related to their general
biology, or that plants, invertebrates, and ectothermic
vertebrates differ fundamentally in their response. The
slopes of neither OLS nor RMA regressions differ
signiﬁcantly among the three groups (one-way ANOVAs; for OLS, F2,64 ¼ 1.70, P ¼ 0.190; for RMA, F2,64
¼ 1.13, P ¼ 0.328). The relationships of richness with
temperature depend much more strongly on where the
organisms occur than on what taxonomic group is being
considered (see Fig. 1A–C). This is expected, because
most groups in our collection of data sets have broadly
congruent diversity patterns, being least diverse in
deserts and polar climates and most diverse in the
warm, wet tropics.
We are unable to duplicate previous results claimed to
be consistent with metabolic theory (Brown et al. 2004,
Kaspari et al. 2004). In the cases of North American
trees and amphibians as reported by Allen et al. (2002,
2007) and Brown et al. (2004), their conclusion
depended on ﬁtting linear regressions through curvilin-
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inappropriate (the data sets may contain variable body
sizes and abundances across the temperature gradients),
although these criticisms also apply to data that were
claimed to support the theory. Further, we cannot
directly evaluate the theory’s ability to explain aquatic
diversity gradients. It is obvious that in terrestrial systems
water is essential for any diversity at all, and it is possible
that in systems where water is not limiting, enzyme
kinetics could explain observed gradients. Finally, our
focus has been on ‘‘broadscale’’ diversity gradients.
Smaller scale gradients, such as those along mountain
slopes, might also conform better to MTE predictions.
Future analyses can address these possibilities.
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APPENDIX
Methods for data sets not available in the literature (Ecological Archives E088-112-A1).

SUPPLEMENT
Summary regression statistics and sources for all data sets (Ecological Archives E088-112-S1).

FORUM
Metabolic Theory and Patterns of Species Richness1
Identifying and explaining biogeographic gradients in species richness is a long-standing preoccupation of
ecologists. By and large, terrestrial species richness increases toward the equator and decreases with elevation,
but most explanations of these patterns are phenomenological; they originate from statistical correlations
whose signiﬁcance is based on a trivial test of the null hypothesis that there is no relationship between richness
and the hypothesized ‘‘causal’’ variable. The recent axiomatic derivation of the Metabolic Theory of Ecology
(MTE) provides a notable exception: based on biochemical kinetics of metabolism, MTE presents a precise,
quantitative prediction of how species richness should vary with (appropriately scaled) environmental
temperature: linearly, with slope ’ 0.65 (J. P. Allen, J. H. Brown, and J. F. Gillooly. 2002. ‘‘Global
biodiversity, biochemical kinetics, and the energetic-equivalence rule.’’ Science 297:1545–1548).
In the focal Concepts and Synthesis paper for this Forum, Hawkins et al. test the predictions of MTE
with 46 different data sets compiled for a variety of terrestrial plants, invertebrates, and ectothermic
vertebrates; the geographic extents of these data sets range from a small region in Spain to continents and
hemispheres. How might this confrontation between theory and data have come out? First, richness–
temperature relationships all could be linear with slopes whose conﬁdence intervals include 0.65. Such a
result would be a powerful conﬁrmation of MTE. Second, a few of the data sets might not ﬁt the
predictions. Such a result would support MTE and would highlight interesting situations in which
ecological or evolutionary constraints might alter fundamental scaling relationships. For example, water
availability or nutrient limitation may interact strongly with temperature in water-limited systems, leading
to unexpected relationships between temperature and richness (Brown, J. H., J. F. Gillooly, A. P. Allen, V.
M. Savage, and G. B. West. 2004. ‘‘Toward a metabolic theory of ecology.’’ Ecology 85:1771–1789). Last,
most data sets could fail to support MTE. This is the result that Hawkins et al. ﬁnd, and they conclude that
MTE is a poor predictor of observed biogeographic patterns of species richness. Whether this result is due
to shortcomings of MTE, inappropriate data, or different methods of statistical analyses is explored in
further detail by Latimer and by Gillooly and Allen in their commentaries on Hawkins et al.’s paper.
My goal in assembling this Forum was ﬁrst and foremost to provide a jumping-off point for future studies
of MTE and species richness. Progress in this ﬁeld will be most rapid when a theory whose structure is agreed
upon is tested with standard methods and suitable data sets. These include: the correct scaling of temperature;
a ﬁxed and clearly deﬁned activation energy of metabolism; whether to use ordinary least-squares (OLS) or
reduced-major-axis (RMA) regression, and even whether a linear relationship ought to be assumed; and the
appropriate taxonomic ranges and geographic scales of the data. It is critically important that all participants
in this debate agree on core axioms and assumptions.
How we test theories depends on their structure and presentation. Brown et al. (2004: 1787) asserted that ‘‘[a]
strength of [MTE] is that it makes explicit quantitative predictions based on ﬁrst principles.’’ Allen et al. (2002),
Brown et al. (2004), and now Hawkins et al. use a strong, deductive approach to test MTE: Is the observed
relationship between temperature and richness the same as that predicted by the theory? An inductive
approach, in which theory is continually reﬁned as more observations accumulate, provides opportunities for
synthesis from which general theories may eventually emerge. Such an approach is cautiously advocated by
Gillooly and Allen. Bayesian inference allows one to formalize induction. There is thus a certain irony that the
hierarchical Bayesian reanalysis of Hawkins et al.’s data by Latimer fails to provide additional support for
MTE as a mechanism underlying latitudinal gradients in species richness, given the data at hand.
A new theory generates much excitement, but this initial excitement can be tempered as the theory is
scrutinized carefully and challenged by data. Synthesis emerges from the ongoing confrontation of theory and
data, but its rate of emergence depends on the ﬂexibility and open-mindedness of the participants. By sharing
data and offering constructive critiques, the participants in this Forum not only have established the
benchmark for future studies of processes underlying biogeographic patterns of species richness; they also
have provided an example of how scientiﬁc theories evolve and develop.
—AARON M. ELLISON
Associate Editor-in-Chief
Key words: Bayesian inference; deduction; induction; latitudinal gradient; metabolic theory of ecology; species
richness.
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Starting in 2002, with a paper entitled ‘‘Global
biodiversity, biochemical kinetics and the energeticequivalence rule,’’ we have been developing a theoretical
framework to understand the mechanisms underlying
broadscale biodiversity gradients, particularly the latitudinal gradient. This work is part of a broader Metabolic
Theory of Ecology (MTE) being developed to predict
various aspects of the structure and function of ecological
systems (Brown et al. 2004). Although MTE has been
criticized (see Hawkins et al. 2007), support for its
predictions continues to grow (Anderson et al. 2006,
Anfodillo et al. 2006, Lopez-Urrutia et al. 2006, Meehan
2006, Robinson 2006). In the preceding paper, Hawkins et
al. (2007) criticize the original work of Allen et al. (2002)
based on their analyses of a large number of empirical
data sets. Here we respond to their major criticisms and
discuss important issues raised by their paper.
WHAT IS

THE

THEORY

AS

ET AL.

FIRST PROPOSED
(2002)?

BY

ALLEN

Hawkins et al. (2007) characterize our theory as based
only on ‘‘the effects of temperature on enzyme kinetics.’’
This oversimpliﬁcation stems from an incomplete
reading of Allen et al. (2002) and subsequent publications. Since Allen et al. (2002), we have published several
papers that clarify our position (Allen et al. 2003, Brown
et al. 2003), test model assumptions (Savage et al. 2004,
Gillooly et al. 2005b), and expand on the theory by
presenting new derivations and data (Allen and Gillooly
2006, Allen et al. 2006; Allen and Savage, in press). Yet,
Hawkins et al. (2007) evaluate only a single prediction
from Allen et al. (2002). They consider the more
‘‘detailed theoretical aspects’’ of this work, while
potentially critical, they admit, as beyond the scope of
their paper.
So what is the theory? Our theory aims to uncover the
mechanisms controlling the origin and maintenance of
biodiversity gradients based on the constraints of
energetics on speciation–extinction dynamics. The theManuscript received 20 November 2006; revised 22
December 2006; accepted 22 December 2006. Corresponding
Editor: A. M. Ellison.
3
E-mail: gillooly@zoo.uﬂ.edu

ory speciﬁes that the process of speciation is inﬂuenced
by the effects of individual-level variables (i.e., body size,
temperature) on rates of genetic divergence among
populations, and by the effects of ecosystem-level
variables (e.g., net primary production) on the numbers
of genetically diverging populations maintained in
communities. The process of extinction, as with Hubbell’s Neutral Biodiversity Theory, NTB (Hubbell 2001),
is assumed to be a function of both the speciation rate
and population abundance (Allen et al. 2007; Allen and
Savage, in press).
Unlike most recent work on species–energy theory, we
have proposed that two forms of energy, kinetic energy
and chemical potential energy, both help to regulate
biodiversity through their effects on rates of speciation
and extinction, but in different ways (Fig. 1). Speciﬁcally, we have proposed that kinetic energy inﬂuences
biodiversity through its effects on individual metabolic
rate, because metabolic rate constrains evolutionary
rates through its effects on rates of individual turnover
(1/generation time) and mutation (Allen et al. 2002,
2007). This assumption is now supported by data
showing that (1) rates of individual turnover and rates
of mutation show the same temperature dependence as
metabolic rate (Savage et al. 2004, Gillooly et al. 2005b,
Allen et al. 2006); (2) rates of speciation in one group of
oceanic plankton also show this same temperature
dependence (Allen et al. 2006); and ﬁnally, that (3)
species richness is positively correlated with speciation
rates (Emerson and Colm 2005, Allen and Gillooly
2006). These ﬁndings are consistent with the ‘‘evolutionary speed’’ hypothesis of Rohde (1978, 1992).
With respect to chemical potential energy, we have
proposed that NPP and the factors that control its
availability (i.e., water, nutrients, temperature) inﬂuence
speciation rates through their effects on total community abundance, and therefore the total numbers of
genetically diverging populations (Allen et al. 2002,
2006, 2007). This is consistent with the ‘‘more individuals hypothesis’’ (Wright 1983), as well as with NBT
(Hubbell 2001).
Thus, Allen et al. (2002) and subsequent papers are
developing a quantitative theoretical framework that
links ecological and evolutionary dynamics of individ-
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uals and populations to patterns of biodiversity in
communities.
WHAT DOES

THE

THEORY PREDICT?

Contrary to the assertion by Hawkins et al. (2007),
Allen et al. (2002) clearly state that ‘‘we do not mean to
imply that temperature is the only variable that affects
biodiversity.’’ We have speciﬁcally mentioned that
nutrient and water availability are important to consider, and that they may interact strongly in water-limited
systems (Brown et al. 2003, 2004, Allen et al. 2005,
2007). Thus, we agree with the central conclusion of
Hawkins et al. (2007) that ‘‘based on an overwhelming
amount of evidence . . . any explanation that depends
solely on temperature will likely be incomplete.’’ Indeed,
our theory predicts that water limitation should
constrain biodiversity through its effects on community
abundance.
Allen et al. (2002) make several predictions about
global-scale gradients in biodiversity and the underlying
mechanisms. First, they predict that evolutionary rates
should show the same body size and temperature
dependence as mass-speciﬁc metabolic rate, B, deﬁned
as
B ¼ bo M 1=4 eE=kT

ð1Þ

where bo is a normalization constant that varies by

taxonomic group, M is body mass, E is the average
activation energy of metabolic rate (;0.6–0.7 eV, where
1 electronvolt ¼ 1.602 3 1019 J), k is Boltzmann’s
constant (8.62 3 105 eV/K, where K is degrees kelvin),
and T is average body temperature in degrees kelvin.
Second, using Eq. 1, Allen et al. (2002) extend the
energetic-equivalence rule (EER) of Damuth (1987) to
predict the combined effects of size and temperature on
community abundance. Extensive population abundance
data for endotherms and ectotherms were presented in
support of this prediction. These data indicated that the
total energy ﬂux per population per unit area, BT, was
independent of body size and body temperature.
Based on this EER, Allen et al. (2002) then predict
that species richness, S, in plots of ﬁxed area, A, should
be described by the following function for both
endotherms and ectotherms:
S ¼ ðJ=AÞðBo =BT ÞeE=kT :

ð2Þ

In this expression, Bo (the normalization constant for
metabolic rate) is a function of organism size and bo, BT
varies by taxonomic group and with plot area A, and
J/A is the total density of individuals per unit area (see
Allen et al. 2002). Note that because Eq. 2 includes
temperature and community abundance, it encompasses
both the ‘‘evolutionary speed’’ hypothesis and the ‘‘more
individuals’’ hypothesis. In other words, this expression
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FIG. 1. The theoretical framework proposed by Allen et al. (2007) for the relationship of biological diversity to kinetic and
potential forms of energy in the environment (modiﬁed from Allen et al. [2007]).
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attempts to unify ecological and evolutionary explanations for species richness.
As a result, Eq. 2 yields different predictions for
endotherms vs. ectotherms. For endotherms, Eq. 2
predicts that species richness, S, should increase linearly
with total abundance per unit area, J/A, irrespective of
environmental temperature, provided that the size
distribution of organisms is held constant. This prediction is consistent with a recent global-scale analysis of
bird community data (Pautasso and Gaston 2005).
Conversely for ectotherms, species richness should vary
as a function of abundance, body size, and environmental temperature. So, when abundance and size are both
held constant, Eq. 2 predicts that plots of ln(S) vs. 1/kT
(inverse temperature) should yield a straight line with a
slope of ;0.6 to 0.7 eV. Hawkins et al. (2007) focus
on evaluating only this latter prediction.

FORUM

DO DATA SUPPORT

THE

THEORY?

Allen et al. (2002) evaluated the predicted temperature
dependence of species richness using global scale data on
richness for both aquatic and terrestrial taxonomic
groups (trees, amphibians, ﬁsh, ﬁsh ectoparasites, and
gastropods). In doing so, they were careful to point out
that the assumptions of size and abundance invariance
with respect to temperature gradients must be viewed as
‘‘working hypotheses.’’ Given this caveat, data from
Allen et al. (2002) and other researchers (e.g., Kaspari et
al. 2004), are broadly supportive of this model
prediction.
In contrast, Hawkins et al. (2007) test the theory and
conclude that there is virtually no support for this
particular prediction of Allen et al. (2002) based on data
from terrestrial ecosystems. However, their conclusion
depends strongly on their choice of data and methodology, as well as on their interpretation of the data. The
following are a few examples.
First, nearly half of the data sets presented by
Hawkins et al. (2007) are for restricted groups of insects
(e.g., Eupelmidae wasps). Allen et al. (2002:1546) are
careful to point out that model assumptions are ‘‘not
expected to hold true for groups that are narrowly
deﬁned. . ..’’ Total insect diversity clearly peaks in the
warm tropics, but restricted taxa can show markedly
different patterns (e.g., Ichneumonid wasps; Janzen
1981). Furthermore, and importantly, many of these
insect groups maintain relatively constant body temperatures in different thermal environments, including the
bumble bees, sphinx moths, dung beetles, and butterﬂies
(Heinrich 1981; see also Bartholomew and Heinrich
[1978] for dung beetles, Heinrich and Vogt [1993] for
bumble bees, Heinrich and Casey [1973] for moths).
Thus, these groups would not be predicted to show the
same exponential temperature dependence for species
richness as shown by true ectotherms.
Second, the authors include data sets in which
extreme gradients in water availability occur in the
opposite direction of temperature (e.g., the African data
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sets, which include the Sahara), and they exclude data
sets for which water availability is not an issue (i.e.,
aquatic ecosystems), on the basis that such data are
beyond the scope of their paper. In cases of extreme
water limitation, they show that richness often decreases
with increasing temperature and consider this to be
evidence that temperature is not operating in the same
way across systems. This is not necessarily the case. For
example, Hawkins et al. (2007) show that plant richness
in Catalonia decreases with increasing temperature. Yet,
the original publication by these authors concludes that,
after correcting for the effects of water availability and
other variables, richness actually increases exponentially
with temperature (Pausas et al. 2003: Fig. 2). In other
words, these results are consistent with the prediction of
Allen et al. (2002).
Third, Hawkins et al. (2007) do not consider the
quality and extent of the data sets that they have
assembled, and how these differences might affect their
results. A review of the original publications shows that
many of the data sets in Hawkins et al. (2007) measure
richness, and especially temperature, in different ways.
For example, in their measure of richness, the study of
Amazonian amphibians did not include any species that
could not be identiﬁed or that were part of a ‘‘species
group’’ (Diniz-Filho et al. 2006; data from Diniz-Filho
et al. [2004]). In the case of the Australian tiger beetles,
the very limited data consist of only 1–3 species in many
areas, which led the original authors to conclude ‘‘the
small sample sizes make any interpretation questionable’’ (Pearson and Juliano 1993:201). In measuring
temperature, the authors point to the methods of the
original publications, but many of these studies did not
measure temperature (e.g., Field et al. 2005), or used
measures of temperatures that were quite different (e.g.,
highest temperature of the decade in Hawkins and
Porter [2003]). In short, the haphazard compilation of
data by Hawkins et al. (2007) raises serious questions
about the applicability of their analyses and the
conclusions that they have reached.
Still, in spite of these problems, Hawkins et al. (2007)
raise some important and interesting questions about
how the theory of Allen et al. (2002) should be
confronted with data. Hawkins et al. (2007) use a strict
Popperian approach that aims to falsify the theory based
on best-ﬁt statistical criteria of a single-model prediction. In doing so, they ﬁnd that 42% of the data sets that
show linear relationships with temperature reject the
‘‘null’’ prediction (i.e., 0.6–0.7 eV activation energy) of
Allen et al. (2002), based on the 95% conﬁdence
intervals. But, they also argue that data sets exhibiting
‘‘signiﬁcant’’ nonlinearity can be viewed as showing no
support for the prediction of Allen et al. (2002). Based
on these criteria, they break nonlinear data sets in two
and report many weaker relationships for lines ﬁt
through only a portion of the data.
From our perspective, this approach by Hawkins et
al. (2007) results in unreasonably casting aside this
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FIG. 2. Species richness–temperature relationships that Hawkins et al. (2007) conclude are not supportive of the Allen et al.
(2002) model. Here, k is Boltzmann’s constant (8.62 3 105 eV/K, where K is degree kelvin), and T is average body temperature in
degrees kelvin. The straight lines in the ﬁgure, with a slope of 0.65, represent the relationship predicted by Allen et al. (2002).
Results are for: (A) European trees (r2 ¼ 0.37), (B) North American tiger beetles (r2 ¼ 0.54), and (C) European amphibians (r2 ¼
0.50). Lines are ﬁt using best-ﬁt criteria, where the slope is ﬁxed at 0.65 (r2 values are based on these ﬁts). Note that we have not
plotted the two best examples of this result to avoid reusing the data sets from Allen et al. (2002), but the same result holds even
more strongly for these data (North American amphibians, r2 ¼ 0.74; North American trees, r2 ¼ 0.58).

CAN

THE

THEORY BE IMPROVED/FURTHER DEVELOPED?
IS IT EVOLVING?

Absolutely. Much remains to be done. On the
empirical side, testing the predictions of Allen et al.
(2002) presents signiﬁcant challenges. Broadscale data

on body size, community abundance, and species
diversity are scarce, but they do exist (e.g., Pautasso
and Gaston 2005). Both this theory and NTB point to
the need for more and better data in these areas. On the
theoretical side, the framework of this theory requires a
better understanding of how water limitation and other
factors control community abundance, and how abundance in turn affects speciation–extinction dynamics.
Recent progress on this issue has been made by Allen
and Savage (in press) by extending NTB. As further
insights emerge, or as modiﬁcations are required, the
theory will continue to evolve. For example, in Allen et
al. (2002), the average activation energy, E, was deﬁned
as ;0.78eV, based on analyses of Gillooly et al. (2001).
Upon further analyses (e.g., Brown et al. 2004, Gillooly
et al. 2005a, b), this value is now consistently deﬁned as
0.6–0.7 eV. Certainly, there is abundant room for
additional research on these and other mechanisms.
CLOSING THOUGHTS
Allen et al. (2002) and subsequent papers are
developing a promising theoretical framework that links
short-term species coexistence to long-term speciation–
extinction dynamics. As pointed out by Brown et al.
(2003), this research indicates that the effect of
temperature on rates of biological metabolism must be
an important component of any theory that attempts to
explain broadscale patterns in biodiversity, such as the
latitudinal gradient.
To be sure, this approach differs markedly from the
approach that describes patterns in biodiversity using
statistical models. Statistical models of this sort typically
include a few to several variables with the goal of
‘‘explaining’’ as much variance as possible. The choice of
variables or models is admittedly relatively straightforward with these models because they are based solely on
best-ﬁt criteria. These models can explain substantial
variation in patterns of biodiversity and can identify
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young theory even though its assumptions and predictions are supported by considerable (but not all) data.
This approach risks losing the knowledge that could be
gained by pursuing the theory further. For example, in
Fig. 2, we have included three data sets from Hawkins et
al. (2007), chosen because they are among the most
supportive of the predictions of Allen et al. (2002), and
thus are not intended to be a representative sample. A
straight-line ﬁt to these data, with MTE’s predicted
slope of 0.65 eV, captures the overall relationship of
richness to temperature and explains up to 54% of the
variation in these relationships. And yet, each of these
data sets is signiﬁcantly nonlinear. Based on this
nonlinearity, Hawkins et al. (2007) argue against the
model of Allen et al. (2002). From our perspective, these
results are promising, and the nonlinearity points to the
need to test whether incorporating other variables in the
model will improve predictions. In particular, this is
because, as Hawkins et al. (2007) mention, violations of
the Allen et al. (2002) model assumptions lead to
curvilinear relationships in plots of log-transformed
richness vs. inverse temperature. The question of which
approach or interpretation is better is a philosophical
one.
More generally, however, we would argue that the
theory of Allen et al. (2002) is best evaluated not just by
testing a single prediction, but rather by using a more
holistic approach that evaluates all assumptions and
predictions of the theory, as well as the logic behind the
theory. Ideally, the performance of the model in
predicting patterns of biodiversity should also be
compared to that of other predictive models.
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climatic factors that play an important role. They are
less useful in identifying the underlying mechanisms
responsible for these patterns, and cannot make a priori
predictions.
Both approaches are necessary to build a general
theory of biodiversity. We hope that the future will bring
more ‘‘cross-fertilization’’ between these and other
approaches on this important topic.
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Assessments of general theoretical frameworks like
neutral ecological theory and the metabolic theory of
ecology (MTE) often use only one or two data sets, and
thus do not provide much evidence about the particular
prediction tested, much less the validity or usefulness of
the general theory. By compiling a diverse group of data
sets from a range of terrestrial taxa, regions, and scales,
Hawkins et al. (2007) attempt a more comprehensive test
of predictions made by proponents of the metabolic
theory of ecology about the relationship of temperature
and species richness. The predictions are that temperature is the dominant factor controlling species richness
patterns, and therefore, that observed species richness
will scale log-linearly with (rescaled) temperature with a
slope of about 0.65 (Allen et al. 2003, Brown et al.
2004). A wide-ranging survey is necessary to assess such
general predictions, but also raises a familiar challenge:
what is the best way to pool information across diverse
data sets and to reach an overall conclusion with the
appropriate degree of conﬁdence? Here, I argue that a
hierarchical statistical framework provides a ﬂexible,
robust way of dealing with precisely these issues. By
reanalyzing a subset of the data in such a framework, I
conﬁrm the main ﬁndings of the paper: that terrestrial
richness patterns do not generally conform to the MTE’s
predictions. The reanalysis also reveals a surprising
association between the slope inferred for a data set and
the data set’s latitudinal extent, showing that temperature cannot be the sole important driver of terrestrial
species richness patterns. MTE’s predictions fail in this
case probably for two reasons. (1) At high temperatures,
other resources inversely correlated with temperature
(mostly water) control species richness, often producing
a decline in species richness at the highest temperatures
and, hence, a shallower slope or nonlinearity. (2)
Dispersal of organisms from their place of speciation
tends dilute the richness–temperature relationship
throughout its range, producing shallower slopes.

To use a collection of data such as the impressive one
presented here, it is necessary to synthesize the multiple
data sets and arrive at an overall conclusion. The
authors score individual data sets as ‘‘consistent,’’
‘‘possibly consistent,’’ or ‘‘inconsistent’’ with MTE,
and then perform a meta-analysis. This approach
provides a summary, but the scoring system, although
logical, does not take into account differences among
the data sets in sample size and informativeness to
provide an integrated measure of uncertainty. As a
complement to the authors’ approach, I reanalyzed a
subset of the data, using hierarchical Bayesian regression models, with OpenBUGS 2.0 (Thomas et al. 2006).
These models are included as a Supplement. The models
ﬁt slopes and intercepts to individual data sets, while
allowing these individual slopes to inform an overall
common slope and intercept. The models thus provide
inference simultaneously about a ‘‘consensus’’ slope to
which slopes for the individual data sets are related, and
the degree to which individual slopes depart from that
consensus slope (Gelman et al. 1995); see Model 1 of the
Supplement. The results also quantify the uncertainty
around the ﬁtted slopes, so that we can assess the
strength of agreement or disagreement of the data with
the slope of about 0.65 predicted by MTE.
I limited the reanalysis to the 23 data sets that the
authors identify as linear. It would be difﬁcult to
interpret slopes ﬁtted through the clearly nonlinear data
sets, and without a geographical basis for splitting them
into subgroups and lacking the authors’ intimate
familiarity with the data, interpretation of ﬁts to partial
data sets is also not straightforward. A disadvantage of
using the subset is that it removes some of the data sets
with broadest geographical coverage, and thus weakens
the conclusions as to richness patterns at the global
scale. On the other hand, these large data sets are
obviously nonlinear and are therefore not consistent
with MTE, so arguably they ought not to be used to test
the more precise prediction of the value of the linear
slope. The reanalysis does not use RMA (reduced major
axis) regression, so it might be criticized for sensitivity to
error in the explanatory variable (temperature). As an
alternative to the all-or-nothing choice between OLS
(ordinary least squares) and RMA regression, it is
straightforward in the Bayesian framework to add a
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F IG . 1. Means and credible intervals for the slope
parameters of 23 linear data sets. Each point represents the
posterior mean of the slope for one data set in the hierarchical
analysis, and the vertical lines span the 95% credible interval for
the slope. The different line types indicate broad taxonomic
groupings: black solid, vertebrates; gray solid, insects; and
black dashed, plants. The black horizontal lines indicate the
slope predictions of the metabolic theory of ecology (MTE): the
solid line is at 0.65, and the dashed black lines are at 0.6 and
0.7. The gray horizontal lines display the hierarchical model
result for the common slope: the solid gray line is the posterior
mean, and the dashed gray lines are the 0.025 and 0.975
quantiles.

submodel for errors in variables. For example, temperature observations can be modeled as realizations of a
process with normal errors, using a ﬁtted variance
parameter for the errors (see Model 2, Supplement).
This modiﬁcation did not substantially affect any of the
slope estimates, so the temperature–richness slope
results presented here are from the simpler model
(Model 1, Supplement).
My results are generally consistent with those of
Hawkins et al. (2007). First, the overall ‘‘consensus’’
slope for the linear data sets is 0.166, and the 95%
credible interval contains 0, extending from 0.384 to
0.062. Second, 16 of the 23 linear data sets have slope
estimates with credible intervals excluding the range of
slopes predicted by MTE (0.7 to 0.6), and only ﬁve of
the 23 slopes (those for Australian tiger beetles, Chinese
amphibians and reptiles, Mexican hawk moths, and
South African plants) have credible intervals including
0.65, despite the rather wide intervals (Fig. 1). This
conﬁrms the authors’ conclusions that richness slopes
for terrestrial organisms vary widely, are often inconsistent with MTE predictions, and are overall shallower
than predicted by MTE.
What accounts for the variation in slopes and the
frequent nonlinearity of the relationship between predicted metabolic rate and species richness? There is no
obvious taxonomic pattern: as Fig. 1 shows, slopes for
each broad taxonomic group (vertebrates, insects, and
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plants) can span the range from less than 0.7 to
positive. Surprisingly, there is a strong negative relationship between the latitudinal extent of the data sets
and their slopes. As Fig. 2 shows, the data sets that span
the largest latitudinal extents have the most negative
slopes. One of the advantages of the hierarchical
modeling framework is that covariates can be included
into the structure to assess whether they contribute
signiﬁcantly to explaining the observed pattern (see
Model 3, Supplement). When latitudinal range was
included as a covariate in the hierarchical model, its
coefﬁcient had a signiﬁcantly negative value (mean ¼
0.333, 95% credible interval from 0.526 to 0.132).
Strikingly, the temperature range covered by data sets
did not signiﬁcantly affect slope (the coefﬁcient for
temperature range had a mean of 0.042 and credible
interval from 0.436 to 0.396), and latitudinal range
remained signiﬁcant when included in the model with
temperature range. Failure of many data sets to conform
to the MTE prediction cannot, then, be dismissed as the
result of sampling temperatures too narrowly.
There is a second noteworthy latitudinal range effect
in the data. Compared across all 46 data sets, not just
the linear subset discussed above, the data sets that the
authors found to be nonlinear had signiﬁcantly larger
mean latitudinal extents than the linear data sets (twotailed t test, t ¼4.99, P , 0.001). Nonlinearity in the 46
data sets was also strongly associated with temperature
range (two-tailed t test, t ¼ 5.38, P , 0.001).
The MTE cannot explain why slope should depend on
latitudinal extent, unless latitudinal extent is strongly
correlated with temperature range, because there are no
geographical parameters in the model. In data sets
covering only a limited range of temperatures, noise
might be expected to obscure any richness signal (Brown

FIG. 2. Scatter plot of inferred slopes against log-transformed latitudinal extent (range in degrees) for the 23 linear
data sets. The trend line is the least-squares linear ﬁt through
the points.
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et al. 2004). However, in the data analyzed here, data
sets that span a wide temperature range are more likely
to show a nonlinear richness response, and temperature
range only marginally affects slope. Rather, it is the
strictly geographical factor, latitudinal extent, that
determines the nature of the relationship of richness to
temperature. This result is inconsistent with MTE,
because this geographic factor appears to be swamping
local temperature in determining richness patterns for
terrestrial species.
The more important question is why. There are two
kinds of explanations for inconsistencies between MTE
and the data: (1) factors that affect the relationship
between temperature and speciation rate, such as colimiting resources; and (2) factors that affect the
relationship between speciation rate and observed
richness patterns, such as dispersal.
Temperature and speciation rate: water limitation
One of the MTE’s equations relating speciation rate
to temperature is
K ¼ ½RM 3=4 eE=kT

that there is a trend for data sets from summer-dry
regions to have less negative slopes.
Speciation rate and richness: dispersal effects
The fate of species after speciation is not integral to
MTE itself, and perhaps for that reason it is only brieﬂy
mentioned in the papers proposing the temperature–
richness link (Allen et al. 2003, Brown et al. 2004).
However, it is likely that dynamics affecting distributions of species after they arise will strongly interfere
with richness patterns. At the most basic level, dispersal
of species away from their site of origin will tend to
reduce the richness–temperature slope (by adding
species to the cooler regions). Such ‘‘leakage’’ might be
greatest where domains are small and a single dispersal
event can move an individual across the domain. Nonnegligible levels of dispersal will raise species richness
levels in cooler regions above what they would be if all
species originated locally, producing a shallower richness–temperature slope. This observation also produces
a testable hypothesis: for groups of organisms that
disperse well, the relationship between temperature and
richness should be weaker than for poorly dispersed
groups.
By contrast, for the MTE to predict richness slopes on
elevational gradients correctly, species must be environmentally limited but disperse well so that the species
sample on any particular mountain is a good sample of
the regional species pool. Note that if species disperse
well enough to reach every elevational band where they
could occur, they are also likely to disperse well enough
to get to regions beyond the temperatures where
speciation is occurring, so that there is likely to be a
tension between processes favoring the MTE’s predictions on elevational gradients and those favoring its
predictions on latitudinal gradients.
CONCLUSION
For these reasons, it is not surprising that terrestrial
richness patterns do not conform to MTE predictions.
These ﬁndings do not discredit MTE as a conceptual
approach, of course, or affect the theory’s predictions in
other areas of ecology. Even regarding species diversity,
the idea of linking total metabolic activity and
generation time to speciation rates may still prove
useful. For example, this relationship might underlie a
general relationship between richness and productivity.
But it appears that an adequate model of terrestrial
species richness, whether based on metabolism or not,
will have to take account of more than one driving
factor. The ability of such a model to predict richness
patterns will depend to some degree on extra-metabolic
factors such as spatial scale and dispersal ability. The
next step will be to use explicit comparisons among
different kinds of organisms, biomes, and scales to assess
the importance of such mechanisms in affecting species
richness, preferably extending to other kinds of envi-
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which speciﬁes how carrying capacity K, and thus the
density of organisms, is related to body mass M,
temperature T, activation energy E, and resource
availability [R] (Brown et al. 2004). Underlying the
prediction that speciation rate is strongly linked to
temperature is the assumption that [R] is not limited by
some resource that is independent of, or negatively
correlated with, T (Sterner 2004). If this assumption is
violated, such that another resource such as water limits
K and is inversely correlated with T, the temperature–
richness slope will be shallower, or even positive, as
observed here.
In terrestrial systems, water may limit productivity
and often varies inversely with temperature on local to
regional scales due to orographic and coastal rainfall
effects. The authors point out that water limitation may
play a key role in producing shallower and even positive
slopes; data sets from summer-dry regions in which
water generally limits productivity (e.g., Iberia, Colorado/Nevada, Australia) tend to have positive slopes
(see Hawkins et al. 2007: Table 1). This hypothesis is
also consistent with preliminary results on species
richness along elevational gradients, which suggest there
is frequently a mid-elevation peak in diversity, particularly in drier areas (Rahbek 2005, Kluge et al. 2006).
The hierarchical model provides a framework for a
preliminary test of this hypothesis. I obtained data on
annual precipitation and precipitation in the driest
quarter from WorldClim (Hijmans et al. 2005) for the
latitude/longitude locations associated with the 23 linear
data sets, to produce a mean value for each data set.
When warm-season precipitation is included as a
covariate, it has a negative, although marginally
nonsigniﬁcant, relationship with slope (mean ¼ 0.23,
95% credible interval from 0.46 to 0.024), conﬁrming
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ronments, such as marine systems, and to smaller
organisms such as plankton and bacteria.
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INTRODUCTION
Evaluating the Metabolic Theory of Ecology (MTE)
of Brown et al. (2004) with respect to broadscale
diversity gradients (see Allen et al. 2002, 2006) was the
motivation of Hawkins et al. (2007). We used 46 data
sets to test predictions for the slope(s) describing the
relationship between species richness and temperature.
The predicted slopes were found in very few data sets,
leading us to question MTE as a general framework for
understanding terrestrial diversity gradients. Latimer
Manuscript received 23 December 2006; accepted 4 January
2007. Corresponding Editor: A. M. Ellison.
9
E-mail: bhawkins@uvi.edu

(2007) reanalyzes some of our data sets using a Bayesian
approach and supports our conclusions, whereas Gillooly and Allen (2007) [hereafter G&A] disagree with
our approach and raise a number of epistemological
issues regarding our evaluation of MTE. Here, we
address these issues, focusing on the structure of theories
and how a change in epistemological framework
undermines the relative strengths of MTE.
THEORIES, HYPOTHESES,

AND

MODELS

We view MTE as a general theory, deﬁned as ‘‘a
logical construction comprising propositions, some of
which contain established information (axioms) while
others deﬁne questions (postulates). The working part of
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ASSUMPTIONS

AND

DATA STATEMENTS

To test a theory we ﬁrst need to know when and where
it applies. Clearly, MTE applies to ectotherms, but G&A
say that we should exclude many groups of ectotherm
organisms that are able to ‘‘maintain relatively constant
body temperatures in different thermal environments,’’
and thus the model only applies to ‘‘true ectotherms.’’
Also, it is ‘‘not expected for groups that are narrowly
deﬁned’’ (G&A). Further, Allen et al. (2002:1547) say,
‘‘. . .we do not mean to imply that temperature is the only
variable that affects biodiversity,’’ which G&A reiterate.
They recognize that other factors are important (see also
Whittaker et al. 2001, Willig et al. 2003), and their stated
purpose was to ‘‘only predict the slope of the diversity–
temperature plots’’ (Allen et al. 2002:1547). This was
also the purpose of Hawkins et al. (2007). Additional
restrictive conditions with respect to MTE’s applicability are also advanced by G&A: we should avoid areas
with extreme water deﬁcits and regions without a broad
range of temperatures, although Latimer (2007) reports
that the latter condition does not explain poor model
ﬁts. Taken together, the restrictive conditions lead to a
revised claim that MTE explains richness gradients when
it is not too hot, too dry, the wrong region, the wrong
scale, or the wrong group. At this point, it is legitimate
to question the scope and generality of the theory.
If a model is built on unrealistic assumptions,
empirical data should rarely agree with it. The model
of Allen et al. (2002:1546), stating that ‘‘the natural
logarithm of species richness should be a linear function
of 1000/T ’’ (or 1/kT in Brown [2004]), is based on
several key assumptions (e.g., communities follow the
energetic equivalence rule, and abundance and average
body size are spatially invariant). Testing these assumptions thus requires detailed data on variation in body
size and abundance at broad spatial scales. It is also
difﬁcult to know whether the assumptions are realistic,
or how violating them affects the model’s predictions
(see Currie et al. 2004). G&A question our analysis
because the data were not selected carefully to meet all
of the assumptions, but it is clear that neither Allen et al.
(2002) nor any of the subsequent papers were able to
check the assumptions for the data that they used. Our
data are at least equivalent to the broadscale data that
they and others have used to support MTE. Therefore, if
our data are questionable then all published analyses
cited by G&A using broadscale data are equally
questionable. Proponents should not dismiss nonconﬁrmatory results based on data quality, unless they
subject results claimed to support their model to an
equally rigorous evaluation of the data and consideration of underlying assumptions.
G&A’s criticisms of our use of some data sets
highlight that proponents must be much more explicit
about data statements than they have been. We welcome
the clariﬁcations that they provide, but additional data
statements are still needed. How do ecologists obtain the
‘‘correct’’ data? How should we test MTE predictions in
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a theory provides the information and logical basis for
making generalizations’’ (Ford 2002:43).
From a body of knowledge encompassed by a theory,
postulates are derived that must be investigated to
support the theory’s generality (Ford 2002). Allen et al.
(2002:1545) established one postulate, stating unambiguously that their extension of MTE ‘‘quantitatively
predicts how species diversity increases with environmental temperature.’’ Such clarity is rare among theories
purporting to explain broadscale diversity gradients (but
see Field et al. [2005]). Allen et al. (2002) and
subsequently Brown et al. (2004) also presented their
hypothesis for diversity gradients as a formal model,
proposing that the relationship between ln-transformed
richness and 1/kT (where k is Boltzman’s constant and T
is temperature in kelvins) has a negative relationship
with a slope between 0.6 and 0.7 (in the 2004 version
of the model). They also made numerous data statements, which deﬁne the scientiﬁc procedure for investigating a postulate by specifying the measurements to be
taken, the data requirements, and the statistical tests to
be applied (Ford 2002).
Allen et al. (2002) tested their model using seven data
sets comprising both altitudinal and latitudinal gradients. Hawkins et al. (2007) simply expanded this test to a
large number of broadscale data sets selected solely on
the basis of data availability. The results were inconsistent with MTE predictions in most cases (see also Algar
et al. 2007). In response, G&A claim that we oversimpliﬁed the theory and used the wrong methodology.
However, we used the methods developed by Allen et al.
(2002), and the model that we tested was exactly as
described by Allen et al. (2002) and Brown et al. (2004).
G&A also argue that we misunderstand Allen et al.
(2002), because we ignored later developments in MTE
that provide an evolutionary and mechanistic basis for
the theory (e.g., Allen et al. 2006). We strongly support
evolutionary approaches to understanding diversity
gradients (see, e.g., Hawkins et al. 2005, 2006, in press),
but the newer models must be the subject of future tests.
For now, we cannot ﬁnd where in Allen et al. (2006) or
G&A these new developments are said to invalidate
Allen et al. (2002) and Brown et al. (2004), so we have to
assume that slopes between 0.6 and 0.7 still constitute
a valid prediction of their models. Adding a mechanism
to a model based on the same theory should not change
the basic patterns predicted by the model, unless one or
the other is intrinsically wrong or incorrectly developed.
As the more recent papers provide no new prediction for
the relationship between richness and temperature, it is
unclear how the new developments invalidate the
conclusions of Hawkins et al. (2007). Alternatively, if
the new work shows that the original prediction was not
correct, then we agree that the MTE model presented in
Allen et al. (2002) and Brown et al. (2004) is not an
unequivocal explanation for diversity gradients. This
leads us to the next issue: what assumptions must be met
and what data statements are necessary to test a theory?
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a given situation? It is obvious that data should lie in the
model’s domain, but these must be clearly deﬁned:
which taxonomic groups are appropriate; in what
environmental conditions does it apply (e.g., what
temperature range and water deﬁcit); which measure of
temperature should be used? These issues are critical if
they want to generate a formal, testable theory for
diversity gradients.
Another key issue regarding data statements concerns
statistical methods. For example, should we use model I
or model II regression? Proponents’ claims are inconsistent on this: compare Allen et al. (2002) and Brown et
al. (2004) and note that G&A introduce yet another
method. Should we use spatially explicit regression
models rather than nonspatial methods, or do these only
increase uncertainty when correcting Type I errors due
to spatial autocorrelation? Further, because multiple
factors interact to affect biodiversity, should we generate
models with many variables and use partial regression
coefﬁcients for temperature? If so, what variables must
be included? Shifting to a multiple regression approach
will also mean that multicollinearity will be a potentially
serious problem (Graham 2003). Finally, and most
importantly, the potential overlap of predictions of
MTE and those of alternative models must be considered. This leads to our ﬁnal point about confronting
models with data.
HYPOTHESIS TESTING

AND

MODEL SELECTION

We agree that MTE initially had an advantage over
theories based on purely correlative methods. The
attractive feature of the model of Allen et al. (2002)
was that it provides a theoretical prediction that can be
compared with observed slopes. Testing such predictions
is usually done in a Fisherian-Popperian framework.
However, G&A argue that this results in ‘‘unreasonably
casting aside this young theory.’’ Although this epistemological framework may indeed be questioned and
alternative frameworks do exist (see Hilborne and
Mangel 1997), it is widely accepted that the FisherianPopperian framework permits ‘‘strong’’ tests in ecology,
as opposed to weak tests based on inductive curve ﬁtting
(see McGill 2003).
Hawkins et al. (2007) compared observed and
predicted slopes using 46 data sets, further dividing
nonlinear data into pieces to increase the chances of
ﬁnding supportive slopes in regions where energy is
expected to inﬂuence diversity strongly (Hawkins et al.
2003, Whittaker et al. 2007). Although many 95% CI
intervals encompassed the predicted slopes, they also
encompassed zero, giving the null hypothesis of no
relationship between richness and temperature equal
standing from a hypothesis-testing perspective. Further,
the distribution of slopes was extremely broad and
centered nowhere near 0.65. Ultimately, using OLS
regression, only one of the 46 data sets was consistent
with the coupled predictions of Allen et al. (2002) and
Brown et al. (2004) that the relationship between
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rescaled temperature and ln-transformed richness is
both linear and has a slope near 0.65 (none were
consistent using RMA regression). G&A accuse us of
being too Popperian, but an acceptance rate of 0–2%
offers minimal support for a hypothesis under any
framework and casts serious doubt about the validity of
the postulate. To sidestep this, G&A recommend a shift
from a falsiﬁcatory to a conﬁrmatory testing procedure.
This is in part what Latimer (2007) did using a Bayesian
approach, by ﬁnding a ‘‘consensus’’ slope for 23 of our
data sets instead of testing individual slopes against the
predicted value of 0.65. It is important to note that
Hawkins et al. (2007) also used a similar approach by
performing a meta-analysis for the same purpose, with
results that were largely conﬁrmed by Latimer’s (2007)
reanalysis. Even so, switching tests of MTE from a
falsiﬁcatory to a conﬁrmatory procedure also creates
new problems, to which we now turn.
If predictions of MTE become vague and not subject
to falsiﬁcation, how does MTE differ from other
theories (see Lavers and Field 2006)? G&A optimistically interpret our results as promising, despite the
extreme range of slopes found. They note that, after
controlling for the effects of other variables, one data set
shows an ‘‘exponential increase of richness with
temperature,’’ arguing that this is consistent with the
model of Allen et al. (2002). But it may also be
consistent with most theories for geographical diversity
gradients, highlighting the limitation of the conﬁrmatory
approach when multiple models make qualitatively
similar predictions. We also consider a defense of
MTE based on the ‘‘youth’’ of the theory to be an a
posteriori attempt to salvage it after its central
predictions fail. Proponents should abandon the ‘‘baby
in the bathwater’’ argument in either a falsiﬁcatory or a
conﬁrmatory epistemological context.
Using a conﬁrmatory approach, G&A nonrandomly
select three of our 46 data sets for reanalysis, but instead
of ﬁtting the best model under least squares, they force a
slope of 0.65 and interpret the explanatory power of
their model based on coefﬁcients of determination.
Notably, one of the groups that they selected (tiger
beetles) is inconsistent with two of their restrictive
conditions, being a narrowly deﬁned taxonomic group
and comprising species that thermoregulate (Pearson
and Vogler 2001, Dajoz 2002). They also select
amphibians, but many of these also thermoregulate
(Hutchinson and Dupré 1992). This illustrates the
difﬁculty in understanding when the theory applies.
Irrespectively, we repeated their approach for all 46 data
sets, ignoring any nonlinearity following G&A but
violating the postulate of linearity by Allen et al.
(2002). The coefﬁcients of determination of these tests
were very low, with 27 being zero, and eight others being
less than 0.30 (Table 1). Across all data sets, the r2 values
were substantially lower than the r2 values from OLS ﬁts
(paired t test ¼5.39; P , 0.001), despite low overall ﬁts
2
¼
of temperature using either method (average rG&A
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TABLE 1. Coefﬁcients of determination (r2) for linear regressions of ln-transformed richness against rescaled temperature
using ordinary least squares [OLS] vs. the ‘‘forced slope’’
method of Gillooly and Allen (2007) [G&A].
Region

OLS

G&A

Afrotropics
Australia
Brazil
China
Europe
Iberia
North America
China
Colorado/Nevada
New World
North America
global
Australia
California
western Palearctic
North America
North America
Iberia/France
western Palearctic
Palearctic
North America
Mexico
southeastern Asia
Catalonia
California
Catalonia
Great Britain
Great Britain
Europe
Iberia
Brazil
China
Europe
Iberia
North America
southern Africa
Iberia
Afrotropics
Australia
India
North America
northwestern South
America
Europe
North America
Kenya
southern Africa

0.216
0.003
0.590
0.404
0.502
0.010
0.767
0.353
0.053
0.582
0.347
0.165
0.030
0.306
0.136
0.606
0.499
0.008
0.111
0.084
0.284
0.221
0.025
0.101
0.192
0.044
0.656
0.519
0.208
0.055
0.014
0.383
0.607
0.002
0.838
0
0.082
0.278
0.113
0
0.560
0.156

0
0
0
0.384
0.499
0
0.739
0.059
0
0.545
0.312
0
0
0
0
0.261
0
0
0
0
0.016
0.209
0
0
0
0
0.190
0.490
0
0
0
0.381
0.588
0
0.620
0
0
0
0.099
0
0.544
0.153

0.458
0.588
0.338
0.019

0.372
0.584
0
0.012

Trees
Trees
Woody plants
Woody plants

Note: Regressions were done across all values within each of
the 46 data sets ignoring any nonlinearity in the data.
2
0.153; average rOLS
¼ 0.272). Although we currently do
not have other environmental predictors for all data
sets, previous meta-analyses (Hawkins et al. 2003)
indicate that r2 values of other variables (derived from
theories related to water–energy balance; e.g., O’Brien
[2006]) have much greater statistical explanatory power.
Moreover, recent modeling of geographic range overlap
explicitly based on MTE generated results with lower
explanatory power than those generated using alternative models (Rahbek et al. 2007).
If the conﬁrmatory approach is to be used for testing
MTE, and any positive relationship between temperature and diversity is ‘‘promising,’’ evaluations will

become mainly correlative, as with many competing
theories. Therefore, model developers must clearly
describe the unique predictions made by their model
(Shipley 2000, Currie et al. 2004). This is essential for
understanding diversity gradients, because the spatial
structure of climatic variation on Earth causes nearly all
theories developed to explain broadscale richness
gradients to predict a positive correlation between
richness and temperature, even when no causal link
between them exists, such as in the ‘‘pure tropical
conservatism’’ model (Wiens and Donoghue 2004).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
MTE can be viewed as the core of a research program.
The hypothesis of Allen et al. (2002), together with the
model(s) developed to test it, is one facet of the program.
Their model(s) can be tested and rejected, but this does
not necessarily challenge the core. As pointed out by
Hawkins et al. (2007), our evaluation was restricted to
the predictions of Allen et al. (2002) and Brown et al.
(2004) for richness gradients and cannot be generalized
to MTE as a whole (also see Latimer 2007). Even so, we
contend that the tests by Hawkins et al. (2007) are as
valid as proponents’ tests and provide strong evidence
against the model as a general explanation. Of course, it
is difﬁcult to know whether the failure of the model’s
predictions occurs at the postulate, hypothesis, or theory
level. Incorporating additional variables (including
spatial variation in average body size and abundance,
as well including potential deviations from the energetic
equivalence rule) might generate improved models that
better ﬁt the empirical data. Perhaps this could support
the claim that MTE explains richness gradients, at least
in part (see also Latimer 2007). But arguing that it might
and showing to what extent it does are very different
propositions.
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Assessments of general theoretical frameworks like
neutral ecological theory and the metabolic theory of
ecology (MTE) often use only one or two data sets, and
thus do not provide much evidence about the particular
prediction tested, much less the validity or usefulness of
the general theory. By compiling a diverse group of data
sets from a range of terrestrial taxa, regions, and scales,
Hawkins et al. (2007) attempt a more comprehensive test
of predictions made by proponents of the metabolic
theory of ecology about the relationship of temperature
and species richness. The predictions are that temperature is the dominant factor controlling species richness
patterns, and therefore, that observed species richness
will scale log-linearly with (rescaled) temperature with a
slope of about 0.65 (Allen et al. 2003, Brown et al.
2004). A wide-ranging survey is necessary to assess such
general predictions, but also raises a familiar challenge:
what is the best way to pool information across diverse
data sets and to reach an overall conclusion with the
appropriate degree of conﬁdence? Here, I argue that a
hierarchical statistical framework provides a ﬂexible,
robust way of dealing with precisely these issues. By
reanalyzing a subset of the data in such a framework, I
conﬁrm the main ﬁndings of the paper: that terrestrial
richness patterns do not generally conform to the MTE’s
predictions. The reanalysis also reveals a surprising
association between the slope inferred for a data set and
the data set’s latitudinal extent, showing that temperature cannot be the sole important driver of terrestrial
species richness patterns. MTE’s predictions fail in this
case probably for two reasons. (1) At high temperatures,
other resources inversely correlated with temperature
(mostly water) control species richness, often producing
a decline in species richness at the highest temperatures
and, hence, a shallower slope or nonlinearity. (2)
Dispersal of organisms from their place of speciation
tends dilute the richness–temperature relationship
throughout its range, producing shallower slopes.

To use a collection of data such as the impressive one
presented here, it is necessary to synthesize the multiple
data sets and arrive at an overall conclusion. The
authors score individual data sets as ‘‘consistent,’’
‘‘possibly consistent,’’ or ‘‘inconsistent’’ with MTE,
and then perform a meta-analysis. This approach
provides a summary, but the scoring system, although
logical, does not take into account differences among
the data sets in sample size and informativeness to
provide an integrated measure of uncertainty. As a
complement to the authors’ approach, I reanalyzed a
subset of the data, using hierarchical Bayesian regression models, with OpenBUGS 2.0 (Thomas et al. 2006).
These models are included as a Supplement. The models
ﬁt slopes and intercepts to individual data sets, while
allowing these individual slopes to inform an overall
common slope and intercept. The models thus provide
inference simultaneously about a ‘‘consensus’’ slope to
which slopes for the individual data sets are related, and
the degree to which individual slopes depart from that
consensus slope (Gelman et al. 1995); see Model 1 of the
Supplement. The results also quantify the uncertainty
around the ﬁtted slopes, so that we can assess the
strength of agreement or disagreement of the data with
the slope of about 0.65 predicted by MTE.
I limited the reanalysis to the 23 data sets that the
authors identify as linear. It would be difﬁcult to
interpret slopes ﬁtted through the clearly nonlinear data
sets, and without a geographical basis for splitting them
into subgroups and lacking the authors’ intimate
familiarity with the data, interpretation of ﬁts to partial
data sets is also not straightforward. A disadvantage of
using the subset is that it removes some of the data sets
with broadest geographical coverage, and thus weakens
the conclusions as to richness patterns at the global
scale. On the other hand, these large data sets are
obviously nonlinear and are therefore not consistent
with MTE, so arguably they ought not to be used to test
the more precise prediction of the value of the linear
slope. The reanalysis does not use RMA (reduced major
axis) regression, so it might be criticized for sensitivity to
error in the explanatory variable (temperature). As an
alternative to the all-or-nothing choice between OLS
(ordinary least squares) and RMA regression, it is
straightforward in the Bayesian framework to add a
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F IG . 1. Means and credible intervals for the slope
parameters of 23 linear data sets. Each point represents the
posterior mean of the slope for one data set in the hierarchical
analysis, and the vertical lines span the 95% credible interval for
the slope. The different line types indicate broad taxonomic
groupings: black solid, vertebrates; gray solid, insects; and
black dashed, plants. The black horizontal lines indicate the
slope predictions of the metabolic theory of ecology (MTE): the
solid line is at 0.65, and the dashed black lines are at 0.6 and
0.7. The gray horizontal lines display the hierarchical model
result for the common slope: the solid gray line is the posterior
mean, and the dashed gray lines are the 0.025 and 0.975
quantiles.

submodel for errors in variables. For example, temperature observations can be modeled as realizations of a
process with normal errors, using a ﬁtted variance
parameter for the errors (see Model 2, Supplement).
This modiﬁcation did not substantially affect any of the
slope estimates, so the temperature–richness slope
results presented here are from the simpler model
(Model 1, Supplement).
My results are generally consistent with those of
Hawkins et al. (2007). First, the overall ‘‘consensus’’
slope for the linear data sets is 0.166, and the 95%
credible interval contains 0, extending from 0.384 to
0.062. Second, 16 of the 23 linear data sets have slope
estimates with credible intervals excluding the range of
slopes predicted by MTE (0.7 to 0.6), and only ﬁve of
the 23 slopes (those for Australian tiger beetles, Chinese
amphibians and reptiles, Mexican hawk moths, and
South African plants) have credible intervals including
0.65, despite the rather wide intervals (Fig. 1). This
conﬁrms the authors’ conclusions that richness slopes
for terrestrial organisms vary widely, are often inconsistent with MTE predictions, and are overall shallower
than predicted by MTE.
What accounts for the variation in slopes and the
frequent nonlinearity of the relationship between predicted metabolic rate and species richness? There is no
obvious taxonomic pattern: as Fig. 1 shows, slopes for
each broad taxonomic group (vertebrates, insects, and
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plants) can span the range from less than 0.7 to
positive. Surprisingly, there is a strong negative relationship between the latitudinal extent of the data sets
and their slopes. As Fig. 2 shows, the data sets that span
the largest latitudinal extents have the most negative
slopes. One of the advantages of the hierarchical
modeling framework is that covariates can be included
into the structure to assess whether they contribute
signiﬁcantly to explaining the observed pattern (see
Model 3, Supplement). When latitudinal range was
included as a covariate in the hierarchical model, its
coefﬁcient had a signiﬁcantly negative value (mean ¼
0.333, 95% credible interval from 0.526 to 0.132).
Strikingly, the temperature range covered by data sets
did not signiﬁcantly affect slope (the coefﬁcient for
temperature range had a mean of 0.042 and credible
interval from 0.436 to 0.396), and latitudinal range
remained signiﬁcant when included in the model with
temperature range. Failure of many data sets to conform
to the MTE prediction cannot, then, be dismissed as the
result of sampling temperatures too narrowly.
There is a second noteworthy latitudinal range effect
in the data. Compared across all 46 data sets, not just
the linear subset discussed above, the data sets that the
authors found to be nonlinear had signiﬁcantly larger
mean latitudinal extents than the linear data sets (twotailed t test, t ¼4.99, P , 0.001). Nonlinearity in the 46
data sets was also strongly associated with temperature
range (two-tailed t test, t ¼ 5.38, P , 0.001).
The MTE cannot explain why slope should depend on
latitudinal extent, unless latitudinal extent is strongly
correlated with temperature range, because there are no
geographical parameters in the model. In data sets
covering only a limited range of temperatures, noise
might be expected to obscure any richness signal (Brown

FIG. 2. Scatter plot of inferred slopes against log-transformed latitudinal extent (range in degrees) for the 23 linear
data sets. The trend line is the least-squares linear ﬁt through
the points.
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et al. 2004). However, in the data analyzed here, data
sets that span a wide temperature range are more likely
to show a nonlinear richness response, and temperature
range only marginally affects slope. Rather, it is the
strictly geographical factor, latitudinal extent, that
determines the nature of the relationship of richness to
temperature. This result is inconsistent with MTE,
because this geographic factor appears to be swamping
local temperature in determining richness patterns for
terrestrial species.
The more important question is why. There are two
kinds of explanations for inconsistencies between MTE
and the data: (1) factors that affect the relationship
between temperature and speciation rate, such as colimiting resources; and (2) factors that affect the
relationship between speciation rate and observed
richness patterns, such as dispersal.
Temperature and speciation rate: water limitation
One of the MTE’s equations relating speciation rate
to temperature is
K ¼ ½RM 3=4 eE=kT

that there is a trend for data sets from summer-dry
regions to have less negative slopes.
Speciation rate and richness: dispersal effects
The fate of species after speciation is not integral to
MTE itself, and perhaps for that reason it is only brieﬂy
mentioned in the papers proposing the temperature–
richness link (Allen et al. 2003, Brown et al. 2004).
However, it is likely that dynamics affecting distributions of species after they arise will strongly interfere
with richness patterns. At the most basic level, dispersal
of species away from their site of origin will tend to
reduce the richness–temperature slope (by adding
species to the cooler regions). Such ‘‘leakage’’ might be
greatest where domains are small and a single dispersal
event can move an individual across the domain. Nonnegligible levels of dispersal will raise species richness
levels in cooler regions above what they would be if all
species originated locally, producing a shallower richness–temperature slope. This observation also produces
a testable hypothesis: for groups of organisms that
disperse well, the relationship between temperature and
richness should be weaker than for poorly dispersed
groups.
By contrast, for the MTE to predict richness slopes on
elevational gradients correctly, species must be environmentally limited but disperse well so that the species
sample on any particular mountain is a good sample of
the regional species pool. Note that if species disperse
well enough to reach every elevational band where they
could occur, they are also likely to disperse well enough
to get to regions beyond the temperatures where
speciation is occurring, so that there is likely to be a
tension between processes favoring the MTE’s predictions on elevational gradients and those favoring its
predictions on latitudinal gradients.
CONCLUSION
For these reasons, it is not surprising that terrestrial
richness patterns do not conform to MTE predictions.
These ﬁndings do not discredit MTE as a conceptual
approach, of course, or affect the theory’s predictions in
other areas of ecology. Even regarding species diversity,
the idea of linking total metabolic activity and
generation time to speciation rates may still prove
useful. For example, this relationship might underlie a
general relationship between richness and productivity.
But it appears that an adequate model of terrestrial
species richness, whether based on metabolism or not,
will have to take account of more than one driving
factor. The ability of such a model to predict richness
patterns will depend to some degree on extra-metabolic
factors such as spatial scale and dispersal ability. The
next step will be to use explicit comparisons among
different kinds of organisms, biomes, and scales to assess
the importance of such mechanisms in affecting species
richness, preferably extending to other kinds of envi-
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which speciﬁes how carrying capacity K, and thus the
density of organisms, is related to body mass M,
temperature T, activation energy E, and resource
availability [R] (Brown et al. 2004). Underlying the
prediction that speciation rate is strongly linked to
temperature is the assumption that [R] is not limited by
some resource that is independent of, or negatively
correlated with, T (Sterner 2004). If this assumption is
violated, such that another resource such as water limits
K and is inversely correlated with T, the temperature–
richness slope will be shallower, or even positive, as
observed here.
In terrestrial systems, water may limit productivity
and often varies inversely with temperature on local to
regional scales due to orographic and coastal rainfall
effects. The authors point out that water limitation may
play a key role in producing shallower and even positive
slopes; data sets from summer-dry regions in which
water generally limits productivity (e.g., Iberia, Colorado/Nevada, Australia) tend to have positive slopes
(see Hawkins et al. 2007: Table 1). This hypothesis is
also consistent with preliminary results on species
richness along elevational gradients, which suggest there
is frequently a mid-elevation peak in diversity, particularly in drier areas (Rahbek 2005, Kluge et al. 2006).
The hierarchical model provides a framework for a
preliminary test of this hypothesis. I obtained data on
annual precipitation and precipitation in the driest
quarter from WorldClim (Hijmans et al. 2005) for the
latitude/longitude locations associated with the 23 linear
data sets, to produce a mean value for each data set.
When warm-season precipitation is included as a
covariate, it has a negative, although marginally
nonsigniﬁcant, relationship with slope (mean ¼ 0.23,
95% credible interval from 0.46 to 0.024), conﬁrming
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ronments, such as marine systems, and to smaller
organisms such as plankton and bacteria.
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INTRODUCTION
Evaluating the Metabolic Theory of Ecology (MTE)
of Brown et al. (2004) with respect to broadscale
diversity gradients (see Allen et al. 2002, 2006) was the
motivation of Hawkins et al. (2007). We used 46 data
sets to test predictions for the slope(s) describing the
relationship between species richness and temperature.
The predicted slopes were found in very few data sets,
leading us to question MTE as a general framework for
understanding terrestrial diversity gradients. Latimer
Manuscript received 23 December 2006; accepted 4 January
2007. Corresponding Editor: A. M. Ellison.
9
E-mail: bhawkins@uvi.edu

(2007) reanalyzes some of our data sets using a Bayesian
approach and supports our conclusions, whereas Gillooly and Allen (2007) [hereafter G&A] disagree with
our approach and raise a number of epistemological
issues regarding our evaluation of MTE. Here, we
address these issues, focusing on the structure of theories
and how a change in epistemological framework
undermines the relative strengths of MTE.
THEORIES, HYPOTHESES,

AND

MODELS

We view MTE as a general theory, deﬁned as ‘‘a
logical construction comprising propositions, some of
which contain established information (axioms) while
others deﬁne questions (postulates). The working part of
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ASSUMPTIONS

AND

DATA STATEMENTS

To test a theory we ﬁrst need to know when and where
it applies. Clearly, MTE applies to ectotherms, but G&A
say that we should exclude many groups of ectotherm
organisms that are able to ‘‘maintain relatively constant
body temperatures in different thermal environments,’’
and thus the model only applies to ‘‘true ectotherms.’’
Also, it is ‘‘not expected for groups that are narrowly
deﬁned’’ (G&A). Further, Allen et al. (2002:1547) say,
‘‘. . .we do not mean to imply that temperature is the only
variable that affects biodiversity,’’ which G&A reiterate.
They recognize that other factors are important (see also
Whittaker et al. 2001, Willig et al. 2003), and their stated
purpose was to ‘‘only predict the slope of the diversity–
temperature plots’’ (Allen et al. 2002:1547). This was
also the purpose of Hawkins et al. (2007). Additional
restrictive conditions with respect to MTE’s applicability are also advanced by G&A: we should avoid areas
with extreme water deﬁcits and regions without a broad
range of temperatures, although Latimer (2007) reports
that the latter condition does not explain poor model
ﬁts. Taken together, the restrictive conditions lead to a
revised claim that MTE explains richness gradients when
it is not too hot, too dry, the wrong region, the wrong
scale, or the wrong group. At this point, it is legitimate
to question the scope and generality of the theory.
If a model is built on unrealistic assumptions,
empirical data should rarely agree with it. The model
of Allen et al. (2002:1546), stating that ‘‘the natural
logarithm of species richness should be a linear function
of 1000/T ’’ (or 1/kT in Brown [2004]), is based on
several key assumptions (e.g., communities follow the
energetic equivalence rule, and abundance and average
body size are spatially invariant). Testing these assumptions thus requires detailed data on variation in body
size and abundance at broad spatial scales. It is also
difﬁcult to know whether the assumptions are realistic,
or how violating them affects the model’s predictions
(see Currie et al. 2004). G&A question our analysis
because the data were not selected carefully to meet all
of the assumptions, but it is clear that neither Allen et al.
(2002) nor any of the subsequent papers were able to
check the assumptions for the data that they used. Our
data are at least equivalent to the broadscale data that
they and others have used to support MTE. Therefore, if
our data are questionable then all published analyses
cited by G&A using broadscale data are equally
questionable. Proponents should not dismiss nonconﬁrmatory results based on data quality, unless they
subject results claimed to support their model to an
equally rigorous evaluation of the data and consideration of underlying assumptions.
G&A’s criticisms of our use of some data sets
highlight that proponents must be much more explicit
about data statements than they have been. We welcome
the clariﬁcations that they provide, but additional data
statements are still needed. How do ecologists obtain the
‘‘correct’’ data? How should we test MTE predictions in
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a theory provides the information and logical basis for
making generalizations’’ (Ford 2002:43).
From a body of knowledge encompassed by a theory,
postulates are derived that must be investigated to
support the theory’s generality (Ford 2002). Allen et al.
(2002:1545) established one postulate, stating unambiguously that their extension of MTE ‘‘quantitatively
predicts how species diversity increases with environmental temperature.’’ Such clarity is rare among theories
purporting to explain broadscale diversity gradients (but
see Field et al. [2005]). Allen et al. (2002) and
subsequently Brown et al. (2004) also presented their
hypothesis for diversity gradients as a formal model,
proposing that the relationship between ln-transformed
richness and 1/kT (where k is Boltzman’s constant and T
is temperature in kelvins) has a negative relationship
with a slope between 0.6 and 0.7 (in the 2004 version
of the model). They also made numerous data statements, which deﬁne the scientiﬁc procedure for investigating a postulate by specifying the measurements to be
taken, the data requirements, and the statistical tests to
be applied (Ford 2002).
Allen et al. (2002) tested their model using seven data
sets comprising both altitudinal and latitudinal gradients. Hawkins et al. (2007) simply expanded this test to a
large number of broadscale data sets selected solely on
the basis of data availability. The results were inconsistent with MTE predictions in most cases (see also Algar
et al. 2007). In response, G&A claim that we oversimpliﬁed the theory and used the wrong methodology.
However, we used the methods developed by Allen et al.
(2002), and the model that we tested was exactly as
described by Allen et al. (2002) and Brown et al. (2004).
G&A also argue that we misunderstand Allen et al.
(2002), because we ignored later developments in MTE
that provide an evolutionary and mechanistic basis for
the theory (e.g., Allen et al. 2006). We strongly support
evolutionary approaches to understanding diversity
gradients (see, e.g., Hawkins et al. 2005, 2006, in press),
but the newer models must be the subject of future tests.
For now, we cannot ﬁnd where in Allen et al. (2006) or
G&A these new developments are said to invalidate
Allen et al. (2002) and Brown et al. (2004), so we have to
assume that slopes between 0.6 and 0.7 still constitute
a valid prediction of their models. Adding a mechanism
to a model based on the same theory should not change
the basic patterns predicted by the model, unless one or
the other is intrinsically wrong or incorrectly developed.
As the more recent papers provide no new prediction for
the relationship between richness and temperature, it is
unclear how the new developments invalidate the
conclusions of Hawkins et al. (2007). Alternatively, if
the new work shows that the original prediction was not
correct, then we agree that the MTE model presented in
Allen et al. (2002) and Brown et al. (2004) is not an
unequivocal explanation for diversity gradients. This
leads us to the next issue: what assumptions must be met
and what data statements are necessary to test a theory?
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a given situation? It is obvious that data should lie in the
model’s domain, but these must be clearly deﬁned:
which taxonomic groups are appropriate; in what
environmental conditions does it apply (e.g., what
temperature range and water deﬁcit); which measure of
temperature should be used? These issues are critical if
they want to generate a formal, testable theory for
diversity gradients.
Another key issue regarding data statements concerns
statistical methods. For example, should we use model I
or model II regression? Proponents’ claims are inconsistent on this: compare Allen et al. (2002) and Brown et
al. (2004) and note that G&A introduce yet another
method. Should we use spatially explicit regression
models rather than nonspatial methods, or do these only
increase uncertainty when correcting Type I errors due
to spatial autocorrelation? Further, because multiple
factors interact to affect biodiversity, should we generate
models with many variables and use partial regression
coefﬁcients for temperature? If so, what variables must
be included? Shifting to a multiple regression approach
will also mean that multicollinearity will be a potentially
serious problem (Graham 2003). Finally, and most
importantly, the potential overlap of predictions of
MTE and those of alternative models must be considered. This leads to our ﬁnal point about confronting
models with data.
HYPOTHESIS TESTING

AND

MODEL SELECTION

We agree that MTE initially had an advantage over
theories based on purely correlative methods. The
attractive feature of the model of Allen et al. (2002)
was that it provides a theoretical prediction that can be
compared with observed slopes. Testing such predictions
is usually done in a Fisherian-Popperian framework.
However, G&A argue that this results in ‘‘unreasonably
casting aside this young theory.’’ Although this epistemological framework may indeed be questioned and
alternative frameworks do exist (see Hilborne and
Mangel 1997), it is widely accepted that the FisherianPopperian framework permits ‘‘strong’’ tests in ecology,
as opposed to weak tests based on inductive curve ﬁtting
(see McGill 2003).
Hawkins et al. (2007) compared observed and
predicted slopes using 46 data sets, further dividing
nonlinear data into pieces to increase the chances of
ﬁnding supportive slopes in regions where energy is
expected to inﬂuence diversity strongly (Hawkins et al.
2003, Whittaker et al. 2007). Although many 95% CI
intervals encompassed the predicted slopes, they also
encompassed zero, giving the null hypothesis of no
relationship between richness and temperature equal
standing from a hypothesis-testing perspective. Further,
the distribution of slopes was extremely broad and
centered nowhere near 0.65. Ultimately, using OLS
regression, only one of the 46 data sets was consistent
with the coupled predictions of Allen et al. (2002) and
Brown et al. (2004) that the relationship between
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rescaled temperature and ln-transformed richness is
both linear and has a slope near 0.65 (none were
consistent using RMA regression). G&A accuse us of
being too Popperian, but an acceptance rate of 0–2%
offers minimal support for a hypothesis under any
framework and casts serious doubt about the validity of
the postulate. To sidestep this, G&A recommend a shift
from a falsiﬁcatory to a conﬁrmatory testing procedure.
This is in part what Latimer (2007) did using a Bayesian
approach, by ﬁnding a ‘‘consensus’’ slope for 23 of our
data sets instead of testing individual slopes against the
predicted value of 0.65. It is important to note that
Hawkins et al. (2007) also used a similar approach by
performing a meta-analysis for the same purpose, with
results that were largely conﬁrmed by Latimer’s (2007)
reanalysis. Even so, switching tests of MTE from a
falsiﬁcatory to a conﬁrmatory procedure also creates
new problems, to which we now turn.
If predictions of MTE become vague and not subject
to falsiﬁcation, how does MTE differ from other
theories (see Lavers and Field 2006)? G&A optimistically interpret our results as promising, despite the
extreme range of slopes found. They note that, after
controlling for the effects of other variables, one data set
shows an ‘‘exponential increase of richness with
temperature,’’ arguing that this is consistent with the
model of Allen et al. (2002). But it may also be
consistent with most theories for geographical diversity
gradients, highlighting the limitation of the conﬁrmatory
approach when multiple models make qualitatively
similar predictions. We also consider a defense of
MTE based on the ‘‘youth’’ of the theory to be an a
posteriori attempt to salvage it after its central
predictions fail. Proponents should abandon the ‘‘baby
in the bathwater’’ argument in either a falsiﬁcatory or a
conﬁrmatory epistemological context.
Using a conﬁrmatory approach, G&A nonrandomly
select three of our 46 data sets for reanalysis, but instead
of ﬁtting the best model under least squares, they force a
slope of 0.65 and interpret the explanatory power of
their model based on coefﬁcients of determination.
Notably, one of the groups that they selected (tiger
beetles) is inconsistent with two of their restrictive
conditions, being a narrowly deﬁned taxonomic group
and comprising species that thermoregulate (Pearson
and Vogler 2001, Dajoz 2002). They also select
amphibians, but many of these also thermoregulate
(Hutchinson and Dupré 1992). This illustrates the
difﬁculty in understanding when the theory applies.
Irrespectively, we repeated their approach for all 46 data
sets, ignoring any nonlinearity following G&A but
violating the postulate of linearity by Allen et al.
(2002). The coefﬁcients of determination of these tests
were very low, with 27 being zero, and eight others being
less than 0.30 (Table 1). Across all data sets, the r2 values
were substantially lower than the r2 values from OLS ﬁts
(paired t test ¼5.39; P , 0.001), despite low overall ﬁts
2
¼
of temperature using either method (average rG&A
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TABLE 1. Coefﬁcients of determination (r2) for linear regressions of ln-transformed richness against rescaled temperature
using ordinary least squares [OLS] vs. the ‘‘forced slope’’
method of Gillooly and Allen (2007) [G&A].
Region

OLS

G&A

Afrotropics
Australia
Brazil
China
Europe
Iberia
North America
China
Colorado/Nevada
New World
North America
global
Australia
California
western Palearctic
North America
North America
Iberia/France
western Palearctic
Palearctic
North America
Mexico
southeastern Asia
Catalonia
California
Catalonia
Great Britain
Great Britain
Europe
Iberia
Brazil
China
Europe
Iberia
North America
southern Africa
Iberia
Afrotropics
Australia
India
North America
northwestern South
America
Europe
North America
Kenya
southern Africa

0.216
0.003
0.590
0.404
0.502
0.010
0.767
0.353
0.053
0.582
0.347
0.165
0.030
0.306
0.136
0.606
0.499
0.008
0.111
0.084
0.284
0.221
0.025
0.101
0.192
0.044
0.656
0.519
0.208
0.055
0.014
0.383
0.607
0.002
0.838
0
0.082
0.278
0.113
0
0.560
0.156

0
0
0
0.384
0.499
0
0.739
0.059
0
0.545
0.312
0
0
0
0
0.261
0
0
0
0
0.016
0.209
0
0
0
0
0.190
0.490
0
0
0
0.381
0.588
0
0.620
0
0
0
0.099
0
0.544
0.153

0.458
0.588
0.338
0.019

0.372
0.584
0
0.012

Trees
Trees
Woody plants
Woody plants

Note: Regressions were done across all values within each of
the 46 data sets ignoring any nonlinearity in the data.
2
0.153; average rOLS
¼ 0.272). Although we currently do
not have other environmental predictors for all data
sets, previous meta-analyses (Hawkins et al. 2003)
indicate that r2 values of other variables (derived from
theories related to water–energy balance; e.g., O’Brien
[2006]) have much greater statistical explanatory power.
Moreover, recent modeling of geographic range overlap
explicitly based on MTE generated results with lower
explanatory power than those generated using alternative models (Rahbek et al. 2007).
If the conﬁrmatory approach is to be used for testing
MTE, and any positive relationship between temperature and diversity is ‘‘promising,’’ evaluations will

become mainly correlative, as with many competing
theories. Therefore, model developers must clearly
describe the unique predictions made by their model
(Shipley 2000, Currie et al. 2004). This is essential for
understanding diversity gradients, because the spatial
structure of climatic variation on Earth causes nearly all
theories developed to explain broadscale richness
gradients to predict a positive correlation between
richness and temperature, even when no causal link
between them exists, such as in the ‘‘pure tropical
conservatism’’ model (Wiens and Donoghue 2004).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
MTE can be viewed as the core of a research program.
The hypothesis of Allen et al. (2002), together with the
model(s) developed to test it, is one facet of the program.
Their model(s) can be tested and rejected, but this does
not necessarily challenge the core. As pointed out by
Hawkins et al. (2007), our evaluation was restricted to
the predictions of Allen et al. (2002) and Brown et al.
(2004) for richness gradients and cannot be generalized
to MTE as a whole (also see Latimer 2007). Even so, we
contend that the tests by Hawkins et al. (2007) are as
valid as proponents’ tests and provide strong evidence
against the model as a general explanation. Of course, it
is difﬁcult to know whether the failure of the model’s
predictions occurs at the postulate, hypothesis, or theory
level. Incorporating additional variables (including
spatial variation in average body size and abundance,
as well including potential deviations from the energetic
equivalence rule) might generate improved models that
better ﬁt the empirical data. Perhaps this could support
the claim that MTE explains richness gradients, at least
in part (see also Latimer 2007). But arguing that it might
and showing to what extent it does are very different
propositions.
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